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St Thomas’ Church of England Primary School

Our Mission –
Preparing children today for a new tomorrow; nurturing their dreams, hopes and aspirations within our Christian values and
principles.

Our Vision –
We will be a school which is both caring and nurturing, where everyone feels confident and valued and has the opportunity to experience God’s loving care.
We will have a learning environment where children are encouraged to be respectful, responsible and independent and are given the necessary skills to succeed in life.
We will encourage everyone to ‘go the extra mile’ and only accept their best.

Our Aims –











Ensure everyone feels happy, safe and secure
Involve all our families and the wider community and Church in the life of our school and the education of its children
Promote Christian values within the school community (centred on Collective Worship) and through active links with the wider community and
Church.
Inspire the whole school community to experience truth, meaning and purpose in life and to provide an opportunity to develop a faith by which to
live.
Support children to develop lively, inquisitive minds with a lifelong love of learning
Celebrate everyone and their achievements, encouraging them to always be proud of who they are
Provide an engaging, creative and innovative curriculum which is relevant, challenging and also promotes the spiritual and moral development of our
children
Secure consistently high expectations of behaviour and achievement for all
Develop value and respect for all cultures and the wider world beyond our school through 'loving your neighbour as yourself.'
Encourage healthy lifestyles (both body and mind)
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Targets
Number of pupils
FSM6
Attendance
SEN
EAL

KS2 FFT Benchmark estimates Year 6 (KS2 assessment in 2018)

% National Standard (or higher)

60
25%
97%
12%
83%

% Above National
My
School

My
School

76%

18%

85%

83%

79%

70%

21%

18%

20%

8%
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School Improvement Plan
2016 – 2017
Priority No 1: To improve outcomes for children in reading.
Priority No 2: Fully implement Inspire Maths improving attainment and progression in maths.
Priority No 3: To further develop the use of Target Tracker to monitor pupil progress and further develop an
understanding of NC progression.
2017 – 2018
Priority No1: To further develop and improve reading outcomes.
Priority No2: To effectively and accurately use formative assessment and analyse key areas in order to raise
attainment.
Priority No3: To further develop Inspire Maths to improve attainment and progression.
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St Thomas’ C E Primary School

Section 1A

School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – READING – Donna Briggs, Lisa Morton. Carley Dootson, Amina Matlub
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has
not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

To improve attainment in reading.

Measures of success
Required improvements:







Success evaluated by:

Objectives

Action / tasks

KS2 SATs reading results to improve from last year.
Y1 phonics screener to be maintained at a good level
KS1 SATs reading results to be maintained
Reading throughout the school will be more prominent
Children will read more often at home.

Lead
person

Other personnel

Intended outcome
and date objective
will be completed

Person monitoring
and how objective
will be monitored
including
contribution by
governors

External support /
monitoring
including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school
support
CPD / INSET
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1.1
To engage families
in independent
reading at home.
1.1a Children are to
read at home at
least three times a
week.

DB

Support lead (CD, LM and
AM)
Whole school staff

1.a the expectation of reading at home three
times a week will explained to parents at meet
the teacher evening.
1. b all children are to have home reading
records.
1. c all teachers/classes are to have reading
records to record when a child has read with
an adult in school.
1. d home reading records will be monitored
by the class teacher. If the child has not read at
home and their reading record is not signed at
least three times in the week steps will be
taken:
Step 1: teacher to speak to the child and
parent.
Step 2: If the record is not signed and the child
has not read by the following week a
telephone call home is to be made.
Step 3: If the situation has not improved the
parents are to be called in for a meeting and
reminded of our reading expectations.
1.e children’s reading records are to be
monitored every three weeks by DB/AM. Are
teachers following up children who have not
read at home and/or had their books signed
by an adult?

1.1bTo create and
implement a
reading helper
guide.

1a. create questions for the different ks/year
groups that can be included in the reading
record. CD/LM/DB/AM
1b. print and distribute the questions for the
teachers to include in the children’s reading
records.

1.1c children,
parents and staff
are to be aware of
events with the
local library.

1.a DB to make contact with the local library.
1.b DB to organise for the libraries news letter
to be sent to school when published so that it
can be added to the schools facebook and
twitter pages.
1. c. DB to organise the launch of the libraries

Intended outcome
For children, parents and
staff to be enthusiastic about
reading.
Explanation of expectations
to parents: September 2017.

Who
DB/AM
How
Send out email explaining
expectations for meet the
teacher evening.

Rewards for the class with
the best reading records to
be awarded to the classes at
the end of each term
(December 2017, April 2018
and July 2018).

Weekly reading class reading
record to be collected by the
planet point children.

Reading helper guide to be
created by Autumn 2 and
placed inside children’s
reading records.

DB/AM

Children to take part in the
summer reading scheme run
by the town library.
Parents and children to be
encouraged to attend events
held by the library.

Governors
Report to govs. At curriculum
meetings.

DB/AM

Andrew Orr (senior librarian
at Blackburn library)
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summer reading scheme through inviting the
library in to launch the scheme in the summer
and ensuring the children understand how to
take part.
1.1d to implement
cracking
comprehension
online homework.

1.1e to engage
parents in reading

1.a to look purchase cracking comprehension
online as a homework tool.
1.b to introduce and train staff on how to use
CCH.
1.c to introduce the children to CCH online and
give out user details.
1.d off cracking comprehension homework
parent workshop evening.
1.e teachers to set homework once at given
interval, monitor who completes the work and
scores.
1a, phonics drop in sessions for parents:
Autumn 2 in reception, years one and two.
1b reading drop in sessions for parents; KS2
Autumn 2 (once the new guided reading has
been implemented and teachers are confident
with the delivery – after DB and AM have
consulted with teachers).

Children to complete
cracking comprehension
homework on a regular basis
to help develop
comprehension skills.

Parents to attend phonics
and guided reading sessions
to help them understand the
level of questioning in
guided reading and how to
segment and blend in the
phonics sessions.

Rising stars
DB/AM

DB/AM
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1.2
To rejuvenate
the guided
reading
provision in
KS2.

1.a DB to research whole class guided
reading, identifying the benefits and
pitfalls.
b. DB to make contact with schools
that currently carry out whole
class guided reading and
arrange visits.
a. DB to feedback to English team
about the different guided
reading strategies.
b. English team are to introduce
the ‘new’ guided reading system
for KS2 through a staff meeting.
Ba. Teachers are to plan guided
reading sessions using the
cracking comprehension
assessment books.
Bb. Copies of plans are to be
given to support staff with
annotated notes for them to
follow.
Bc. Guided reading sessions are
to begin with an introduction on
the focus, given by the teacher
whilst the support staff have a
couple of minutes to look at the
text, questions and notes.
Bd. Support staff are to be asked
to write on the ‘noted plan’ of
the observations that they make.
Be. Children are to be grouped
as LA/those not expected to
reach their end of year
expectations, 3 mixed ability
groups and then a HA/children
working at greater depth group.
Bf. Teachers are to consider who
works with each group and
rotate staff accordingly (after
each text/half term) to allow
teacher input and monitoring.

DB/AM

(support lead) CD and LM.

Whole school staff for
implementation

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS2.

Who
DB/AM
How

New format for guided
reading lessons




Support staff trained to
support delivery of guided
reading sessions



Questioning is focused and
allows for progress to be
made.

Monitor timetables
Monitor and
support planning
Support delivery

Oliver Haliwell: reading lead
at St Cuthbert’s school,
Darwen
Laura Butterworth: Deputy
head teacher at Roe Lee
Primary school, Blackburn.

Governors
Report to governors at
curriculum meetings

Monitoring of LA, HA and
Pakistani boys to ensure
progression.
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c.

d.

e.

f.

1.4
To ensure
consistency in
the provision of
guided reading
in KS1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

DB/AM to carry out drop in
observations of guided reading
sessions throughout the year.
Guided reading groups are to be
submitted to DB and AM and
when there are changes to the
groups.
DB and AM are to monitor the
progress of the LA, Pakistani
boys and the HA children.
CL to purchase Reading
Explorers for each year group
from year 2 to 6 at a cost of £25
each (total £125)

In the staff meetings KS1 staff
are to receive the same message
about reading.
Teachers are to use the guided
reading texts in the KS1 library
(Oxford reading tree).
When planning for adults the
teachers are to copy the teacher
book questions and annotate
with notes and add questions
that link to the focus the teacher
is developing.
Groupings of children are to be
conducted by book bands. The
children should be reading a
book guided reading book that
is a colour level above the
individual reading book level. If
this is not possible due to
numbers in a group the teacher
needs to consider whether the
child reads a higher level (two
colours above) or at the level of
their individual level.
Groupings need to be

DB/AM

(support leads) CD and LM

Intended outcome
All teachers to use the same
planning strategies to ensure
all staff are fully aware of
questions and focuses.

Who
DB/AM
How




Monitor timetables
Monitor and
support planning
Support delivery

Governors
Report to governors at
curriculum meetings
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6.

7.

8.

1.5
To develop the
use of Cracking
Comprehension
.

1.6
To improve
library
provision

1.

2.

monitored on a regular basis (at
least every half term) to ensure
progression for each child.
Guided reading groups to be
handed into DB and AM half
termly.
DB and AM are to monitor the
progress of HA, Pakistani boys
and those in year two who did
not pass their phonics screening
test in year one.
In year two when the teachers
find it appropriate the children
are to move away from the OXT
guided reading books and onto
Reading Explorers and the
cracking comprehension
assessment texts and plan them
in the same way as KS2.
1. Each class in KS2 is to
timetable more session of
cracking comprehension:
Years 3 and 4 two half hour
sessions a week
Year 5 two half hour
sessions a week moving into
3 sessions a week.
Year 6 three half hour
sessions a week.
2. Units are to be worked with
on a rolling programme
(the unit may take longer
than a week and a new unit
may start midweek).
Display library opening times in all
classrooms, weekly on the
newsletter, twitter and facebook.
To ensure all children are accessing
the 100 book challenge
2a. all children to have a 100 book
challenge record sheet.
2b. 100 book challenge sheets to be

DB and
AM

(support leads) CD and LM

Intended outcome
To expose children to
reading on a more regular
basis.
To expose children to quality
questions and vocabulary
related to texts.

Who
DB/AM
How




Monitor timetables
Monitor and
support planning
Support delivery

Governors
Report to govs. At curriculum
meetings.

DB and
AM

(support leads) CD and LM

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS2.

DB and AM lead monitors
(CD and LM to support)

Increase enjoyment of
reading with pupils
Increase the use of the
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3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

1.7
Children to be
assessed using
PIRA every
term.

1.

2.

3.

kept in an agreed location (library?
This is where the 100 book challenge
books are kept and where or the
classroom? AA updates her 100
book challenge forms herself and
when the children have read a book
together in class)
2c. certificates to be made and given
out when children read 5, 10, 25, 50,
75 and 100 books?)
PW to take a selection of books out
to the yard during lunch time to
encourage reading.
All classes are to be timetabled
weekly to use the library.
Year 5 library monitors to be
introduced to allow the library to be
open at lunch time.
AP to monitor the children who visit
the library with a parent and tally
which classes are visiting more
frequently.
DB and AM to generate a
questionnaire for the children and
their families to complete to ensure
that the library is used in a way that
engages the children and their
families.
PIRA assessments to be given out for
the reading assessments during
assessment weeks.
Reading results are to be analysed
using the PIRA analysis tool after
each assessment.
DB and AM to monitor assessment
results and Target Tracker (PIRA
assessments the week after data is
handed in, TT every 3 – 4 weeks to
ensure the tracking tool is used for
planning).

library.

DB and
AM

(support leads) CD and LM
LN and YA as assessment
leads.

Intended outcomes
All children assessed and
monitored through PIRA
assessments every term and
tracked using TT.

Who
DB/AM – reading leads
YA/LN – assessment leads
Governors
Report to governors at
curriculum meetings
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1.8
To renew
policies and the
school website
based on the
changes made.

1.
2.
3.

The reading policy is to be updated
inline with the changes made.
The library policy is to be updated.
The end of year expectations are to
be written and added to the school
website.

DB and
AM

Mrs Phoplunkar (school
librarian).

Intended outcomes
All documentation relating
to reading are to reflect our
current practise.

Who
DB/AM – reading leads
CM, YA, LN, CD and LM are
to be consulted before
policies are published.
LN – to update the school
website.
Governors
Report to governors at
curriculum meetings
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St Thomas’ C E Primary School

Section 1B

School Improvement Plan Autumn 2017/18 – Subject Leader

Raising Attainment

Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has
not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

Effective and accurate use of formative assessment and analysis to be completed through PIRA and PUMA and GAPS

Measures of success
Required improvements:
Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1 Further
develop target
tracker as a
teaching tool

For assessment to be used effectively throughout the year.
To continuously assess pupil's progress and to identify areas for development that need addressing.
Staff's ability and confidence using PIRA/PUMA/GAPS test and analysis to accurately assess children in Reading, Writing
and Maths. To use as next steps and inform planning.
External support /
Person monitoring
monitoring
and how objective
including:
Intended outcome
will be monitored
Adviser
Action / tasks
Lead person
Other personnel
and date objective
including
Consultant
will be completed
contribution by
School to school
governors
support
CPD / INSET
Teacher’s to continue to
YA
Carolyn Morris
Intended outcome
Carolyn Morris
Network meetings for
develop their knowledge
Yusra Arshad
Teacher’s to be using
Yusra Arshad
Target Tracker
and understanding of
Liam Noon
target tracker to
Liam Noon
target tracker and use
All class teachers
accurately assess the
SLT
Staff meetings
this to inform their daily
children’s knowledge
planning
and from this inform
SLE support if necessary
planning
From this teacher’s know
the abilities of children
and provide intervention
when necessary.
Teachers discuss
progress of pupils in
Pupil Progress meetings
termly.
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Date completed
December 2017
March 2018
July 2018

1.2
For all class
teachers to be
confidently and
accurately
using
PIRA/PUMA/G
APS to assess
Reading, Maths
and GPS in the
year 2017-2018

Generate, print off and
hand out a list of nonnegotiable deadline
dates on the yearly
overview.

YA

Carolyn Morris
Yusra Arshad
Liam Noon
All class teachers

Intended Outcome
Non-negotiable deadline
list completed and
handed out

Class teacher
contributions monitored.
Reminders of deadline
dates.

PIRA/PUMA/GAPS
helpline where needed.

YA monitor.
TLR teams monitor.

PIRA/PUMA/GAPS
helpline where needed.

Staff meeting

Date Completed
5/9/17.

Update teacher login
systems for
PIRA/PUMA/GAPS for
teacher to look at
analysis once tests are
completed.

YA

All teachers will have
completed tests and
input data (ones and
zeros) to identify group’s
strengths and next steps.

YA

For EYFS to use tests in
the Summer term.

Carolyn Morris
Yusra Arshad
Liam Noon
All class teachers

Intended Outcome
All staff have teacher
logins.

Staff meeting
Date Completed
Autumn 2.

YA

All class teachers

Debra Welsby
Charlotte Metters
Sue McConkey

Intended Outcome
All data to be inputted.
YA to provide breakdown
of specific groupings and
progression.
Date Completed
December 2017
March 2018
July 2019
Intended Outcome
All EYFS to be using
PUMA and Phonics
booklets.
Date Completed
Summer 2018

YA monitor.

School to school support
through network
meetings.

PIRA/PUMA/GAPS
helpline where needed

Monitored and assisted
by YA and DW

PIRA/PUMA/GAPS
helpline where needed.
Debra and Sue's
knowledge of EYFS
curriculum.
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All teachers will have
completed well
informed, accurate
Progress meeting forms
for their class in core
subjects.

YA

All class teachers

Meet with schools who
have been using
PIRA/PUMA/GPS.

YA

YA

Pupils to enhance their
test stamina and test
technique

SLT

Class teacher

Intended Outcome
Progress meetings
overviews completed.
Date Completed
January 2017.
April 2018.
July 2018.
Autumn 2017
Spring 2018
Summer 2018

Intended Outcome
Children become more
familiar with tests, test
conditions, test
questions and answering
these with confidence
and speed.

School to school
support.
PIRA/PUMA/GAPS
helpline where needed
Staff meeting
YA to attend

Networking.

Teachers analysing data
from the tests and
quickly identifying
children that may need
support

Date Completed
Autumn 2017
Spring 2018
Summer 2018
1.3
PIRA/PUMA/GP
S to be used to
produce
accurate
analysis of data
with a focus on

Staff to update tracking
system (ones and zeros)
for Reading, GPS and
Maths for each half
term

YA

All class teachers
Designated person

Intended Outcome
Tracking system will
inform termly updates of
to show next steps in
Teaching and Learning.

Monitor tracking system
is completed and
progress meeting
overviews are
completed.

School to school support
PIRA/PUMA/GAPS
helpline where needed

Date Completed
December 2017.
March 2018.
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key groups.

July 2018.

Accurate, termly analysis
to be produced using
PIRA/PUMA with a focus
on Pakistani boys, SEN
children, Pupil Premium
children and more able
children to inform
planning.

YA

Set up PIRA/PUMA/GPS
groups for SEN and key
intervention groups and
analyse the termly
progress of these
groups.

YA

Carolyn Morris
Yusra Arshad
Liam Noon
Karen Bunning

Karen Bunning

Intended Outcome
Accurate, termly analysis
will be produced and
presented back to SLT
and governors.

Presentation of termly
analysis by YA to SLT, all
staff via a staff meeting
and to Governors when
requested via a
Governor's meeting.

Date completed
December 2017
March 2018
July 2018
Intended Outcome
Key interventions
(advised by Karen
Bunning) set up.

PIRA/PUMA/GAPS
helpline where needed
.

PIRA/PUMA/GAPS
helpline where needed

Termly analysis of
progress of these key
intervention groups
produced and shared
with SENCo, SLT and
teachers.
Date completed
January 2017
April 2018
July 2018

Know the Gifted, Able
and Talented children
and then continue to
monitor termly progress.

Victoria Davidson

All class teachers

Intended Outcomes
Target Tracker group for
Gifted and Talented
children (advised by
Victoria Davidson and
class teachers) set up.
December 2016.

Victoria Davidson
monitoring the setting
up of and analysis of
Gifted and Talented
children.

PIRA/PUMA/GAPs
helpline where needed.
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Termly analysis of the
progress of this Gifted
and Talented group and
shared with Victoria
Davidson, SLT and class
teachers.

1.4 Pupil
Progress
meetings to
identify areas
for
development
and also impact
of intervention

Use of Fisher Family
Trust site to produce an
overall school summary
of the previous year's
attainment and progress
at both KS1 and KS2. Use
this analysis to identify
areas for development
and share with TLR
leaders.
Termly Pupil Progress
Meetings to be
conducted where
teachers will be
expected to provide
detailed information
from their analysis in
order to discuss any
successful strategies and
areas of concern

YA

Carolyn Morris
Yusra Arshad
Liam Noon
Laura Kelly
Carley Dootson

Date completed
January 2017.
April 2017.
July 2017.
January 2018.
April 2018.
July 2018.
Intended outcome
Analysis of previous
three years performance
at both KS1 and KS2 to
be presented to SLT and
Governors.

YA will present to SLT
and Governors where
requested.

Fisher Family Trust
advanced training
course.

Informal follow ups with
LN and YA using the
same format but
discussing progression

Feedback to SLT

Date completed
January 2018.
CM

Carolyn Morris
Yusra Arshad
Liam Noon
Karen Bunning

Intended outcome
Pupils’ attainment gaps
to be closed through
identifying issues and
implementing
intervention where
necessary and teachers
monitoring the impact of
what has been put in
place.
Date completed
September 2017
January 2018
June 2018
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1.5

Foundation stage test
materials for baseline
(on entry and exit)
CEM- Reception class
CEM aspects – Nursery

YA/DW

Carolyn Morris
Yusra Arshad
Debra Welsby

Intended outcome
Pupils baselined on entry
and exit to measure
progress.

Network meetings

Date completed
September 2017
July 2018
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St Thomas’ C E Primary School

Section 1C

School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – READING. Raising attainment for Pakistani Boys.
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has
not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

To improve attainment in reading for Pakistani Boys.

Measures of success
Required improvements:





KS2 SATs reading results to improve
Y1 phonics screener to be maintained at 90%
Internal data for reading to increase termly

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1
To develop the use
of language and
oracy.

Action / tasks

1.

2.

3.

4.

Language for Life- Language
specialist. INSET training all staff. The
importance of oracy and vocabulary
in order to begin to Read, Write and
communicate.
Paul Simpson (Drama Specialist) to
develop the use of public speaking
and language through poetry.
Debate team – To work on building
vocabulary and language
development skills and present
verbally.
Language club created focusing of
Pakistani pupil premium boys.

Lead
person

YA

Other personnel

Support Lead- DB/AM

Intended outcome
and date objective
will be completed

Person monitoring
and how objective
will be monitored
including
contribution by
governors

Intended outcome
Increase the use of speaking
and language.

Who
YA/DB/AM

CPD for staff to continue
implementing within lessons.

Governors
Report to govs. At curriculum
meetings.

External support /
monitoring
including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school
support
CPD / INSET
Paul Simpson (Drama
Specialist)
Pip St John (Language
Specialist)

Embed in
classrooms/monitoring Autumn Term
Date completed
End of school year 2018.
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1.2
To analyse termly
progress Pakistani
boys are making
and identify next
steps.

1.
2.

3.
4.

1.3
To promote reading
workshops to
Pakistani boy’s
parents.

1.
2.

1.4
To evaluate the
effectiveness of the
comprehension
scheme for guided
reading.

1.

3.

2.

3.
See Reading action
plan

4.
5.

1.5
To evaluate the
guided reading
provision for
Pakistani boys.
See Reading action
plan

To complete analysis of Pakistani
boys from the termly tests.
Ensure staff are aware of their
Pakistani boys and identify next
steps.
Complete breakdown on progress
and identify gaps.
Teachers to discuss focus grouped
Pakistani boys in progress meetings.

YA

Meet with Jackie Wicks
Identify focus (reading, PhonicesKS1)
Develop parents understanding on
language and ways to support
children at home.

YA

Look at what is working well in other
schools in borough – ask and
observe.
Contact scheme reps. and purchase
whole school, progressive scheme.
Online Cracking comprehension

YA/DB

CMYA/DB/

Audit current guided reading diet
(initially across KS2 then moving into
KS1)

2.

Questionnaires for children on the
books they would like to see.

3.
4.

Purchase new guided reading books
Assign current and new books to
year groups linked to new
curriculum coverage and Talk for
Writing topics

5.

Develop the planning of guided
reading sessions

6.

Implement the same model of
guided reading across school

YA and SLT

YA
Network meetings

Staff to plan according to
next steps.
Date completed
End of school year 2018.
YA/DB/JW

Intended outcome
Parents to support children
at home.

YA/DB

Jackie Wicks

Who
YA/DB/CD/LM

English Reading leader from
the school running the
scheme we choose to adopt.

Date completed
End of school year 2018.
Support lead (CD, LM and
AM)

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS2.

Whole school staff

How
Date completed
End of school year 2017 for
locating scheme

Put comprehension slots onto
whole school timetables
English team to lead internal training
in new scheme
Monitor planning and teaching

1.

Intended outcome
Analyse results and feedback
to staff.

Embed in
classrooms/monitoring
throughout Autumn Term

DB

(support lead) YA, LM and
AM,CD

Whole school staff for
implementation

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS2 Pakistani
boys.
Classes are better resourced
with guided reading books.
New format for guided
reading lessons






Monitor timetables
Monitor planning
Support delivery
Monitor internal
assessment data

Book Reps.
Staff training from Eng. team
for wider staff members

Governors
Report to govs. At curriculum
meetings.
Who
YA/CD/LM

Emma Caulfield
Rising Star representative.

How




Monitor timetables
Monitor planning
Support delivery

Governors
Report to governors at
curriculum meetings

Support staff trained to
support delivery of guided
reading sessions
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1.5
To replenish the
KS2 reading
scheme.
See Reading action
plan

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Update 1:1 reading scheme with
books in-line with new national
curriculum
Contact reps for sample packs
Update policy on 1:1 reading
Increase parental engagement and
involvement with home reading
books
Continue the 100 book scheme

YA

(support lead) DS, LM and
AM

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS2.

Whole school staff for
implementation

Increased attainment in
reading at end of KS2.
8.
9.

Identify new librarian
Look at opening times for parents
and children to visit outside of
school day
10. Implement 100 book challenge
11. Y6 to become junior librarians
12. Develop use on online reading
(blogs/apps/kindles etc… )

AM

(support leads) DS, CD, LM

Book Reps

AM to support
How

Increase reading for pleasure
with pupils and parents at
home.
New books purchased in line
with new curriculum.

1.6
To improve
library
provision
(separate
Action plan –
see AM)

DB lead monitor

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS2.

Ensure new books
are purchased

Monitor parental
involvement
through
workshops and
increased
frequency in
home-reading
record logs
AM lead monitor
DB/CD/LM to support)


Increase enjoyment of
reading with pupils

See Reading action
plan
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader: Liam Noon and Judith Myhill – Mathematics

Section 1D

Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has
not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

To improve attainment in Mathematics.

Measures of success
Required improvements:
Success evaluated by:

Improve on KS2 SATs Maths results with a focus of achieving a greater percentage on greater depth.
To ensure the implementation of Inspire Maths and year group coverage is parallel.
To To
Carolyn Morris/ Yusra Arshad / Liam Noon/ Governors

Objectives

Action / tasks

Teachers to use
Target Tracker to
accurately assess
pupil’s attainment in
maths.

Teachers to use target
tracker to support their
judgement when assessing
children. Teachers must also
use Target tracker to identify
gaps within learning and
within the year group
curriculum.
Provide Test Base to support
Teachers in AFL - Cost 2016/17 - Complete package
- £240 - maths element of
£80
2016/17 - Approx Complete package - £240 maths element of £80
Support given to staff on the




Lead person

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Other personnel

Class Teachers
Yusra Arshad

Intended outcome
and date objective
will be completed

All teachers to be familiar
and confident when
assessing their children
within Mathematics.

Person monitoring
and how objective
will be monitored
including
contribution by
governors
Subject leads to monitor.
Involvement with SLT and
governors updated at
curriculum meetings.

External support /
monitoring
including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school
support
CPD / INSET
Maths network meetings to
discuss coverage with those
schools using INSPIRE
maths.

Understand and know the
KPIs for their year group.
Collate evidence.
Summer 2018

Test Base Ordered. Feb 2017
(if we are doing test base
again this year, I think we
should change it to just the
maths not the three package
as we ended paying for it all
)
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use of target tracker to plan
for and gather evidence for
assessment.

Planning, Teaching
and Learning
support

Staff meeting 04/09/17
to review current practice,
address any problems and
create next steps.

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class Teachers

04/09/17

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill
SLT

September 2017 - LD
Triangulation of monitoring.

Teacherss to provide
overview of their year group
maths units with approx.
dates

September 17
Teachers to reflect where
they are in correspondence
to the units covered and
their year group statements.

Support NQTs with the
implementation of INSPIRE
within their classroom

LN and JM to review these in
January 2018

Purchase of Inspire Maths
online teacher support –
2017/18 – free
Date of meetings to be
arranged. Dec 2017

Provide Class Teachers with
the opportunity to attend
Inspire Network Meetings.

Dean Sillett
Teachers incorporating – (see
above) the use of apps in
lessons where appropriate

ipad apps for teachers ipads
to support modelling during
lessons to be put on teacher
ipads

To lead and deliver
INSPIRE maths
advocate mornings

To lead and deliver 3
advocate INSPIRE mornings
to colleagues from the north
west.

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Oxford University Press
consultants

To introduce more schools
into using Inspire maths
around the local area for a
network of schools to be
able to share good practice

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill
Oxford consultants

Oxford University Press
consultants

14th November 2017
27th February 2018
3rd July 2018
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Improve children’s
written
communication of
maths.

New books bought after
consideration of layout.
Introduction of Maths Books
in Reception.

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class Teachers
SLT

Presentation improved
throughout the whole
school.

Subject leaders and SLT
check presentation in books
against policy.

Summer 2017
Presentation of Maths in
books added to the Policy
and guidance given to
teachers.

Parent workshops to
support INSPIRE
maths

Target pupils that
are well below age
related expectations
throughout both key
stages

In year 1, ensure that the
formation of digits are
correctly taught through
Nelson Thorns Handwriting
scheme
To inform parents about the
reasons behind why we are
doing INSPIRE maths and
differences in classroom
practice. There is to be a
section regarding INSPIRE
maths on the school website
which gives parents
information about the
programme outline and
FAQS.

2017/18

Yusra Arshad

Jackie Wicks
Judith Myhill

Autumn 2017

Judith Myhill

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class Teachers
Karen Bunning

JM to attend training and
complete tasks.

YA – JM appraiser

Target groups – identified in
Pupil progress meeting

Children identified for N/C
and program carried out.

JM continuing Numbers
Count Teacher CPD.
Materials/stationary/consum
ables/ items for games and
problem solving. - £60
Update Maths
Policies

Write maths policy to take
into account the use of
Inspire Maths and
developing a Mastery
approach in school
Write calculation policy to

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class Teachers
Governors

Summer 2017
To update current Maths
practice in policy.

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill
SLT
Governors

Number Sense for visual
calculation policy – Cost not
known.
From the staff meeting
implement within the policy
the feedback from staff
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take into account Inspire
Maths Curriculum. Consider
purchasing a visual
calculation policy in
conjunction with SIG group
schools – cost not known
Present to Governors
Staff meeting 04/09/17
to review current practice,
address any problems and
create next steps.

To provide MyMaths
platform across
school to support
learning in school
and at home.

Multiplication tests

MyMaths subscription
renewed.
2017/18 - Approx £299+
VAT

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class teachers
Kim Harrington

MyMaths Homework set
every other week.
MyMaths Homework Club at
lunchtimes
Review and evaluate how
times table facts are taught
throughout KS1 and lower
KS2 in preparation for the
new assessment in the
academic year 2018-19 at
year 4.
September 17 – staff
meeting – discuss Learn its
and beat that tests from Big
Maths

MyMaths up and running
with all pupils having a log
in. Monitored by staff that
the homework is being done.

Class Teachers
Judith Myhill
Liam Noon

Autumn 2017

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class teachers

Identify areas for
improvement and strengths
within teaching of times
tables. Spring 2018

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Times tables, through the
Learn its and beat that tests,
will give more of a president
within maths lessons.
From the evaluation, create
an action plan in order to
trial aspects within Summer
2018 and implement for
Autumn 2018.
Parental involvement
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Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher
RAG against
overall key
priority (by
Governors)
Impact of
external
support (by
Governors)
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St Thomas’CEP
School Development Plan 2016 - 17
Priorities
Reading : To improve outcomes for children particularly at higher levels
Maths: Fully implement Inspire Maths improving attainment and progression in maths
Assessment: To further develop the use of Target Tracker to monitor pupil progress and further develop an understanding of NC progression
Total Funding Available
£27200
See detailed Action Plans for reading, Maths and assessment
Objective 1 Reading : To improve outcomes for children particularly at higher levels
Success Criteria
Expert sourced
SLE identified
Training completed and staff secure in the teaching of Reading
Cracking Comprehension implemented across school
End Key Stage outcomes to be at least in line with national average
Resources
£8000
£5000 for Emma and training

Actions

Lead

Analyse date to unpick specific areas for
development

Literacy
Team
(DS,LM,CD,
AM)

Develop comprehension and higher order reading
skills.

Literacy Team
SLE

Autumn 16

Monitoring/Measured
Spring 17

Summer 17

To be
completed
end of
Summer 16
Cracking Comprehension
Training By subject Leads
School visits (good
practice)

TT Assessments
Progress Monitoring

Audit
Review
Next Steps
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Develop teacher and TA knowledge of extending
children’s deeper thinking and quality responses
to texts.

Literacy Team
External Provider

Implement detailed reading Action Plan

Literacy Team

Training with Emma
Caulfield (INSET
twilights)
Dedicated staff meetings

Dedicated staff meetings

Audit
Review
Next Steps
Analysis of data

Objective 2
Fully implement Inspire Maths improving attainment and progression in maths
Success Criteria
Inspire maths fully implemented across school
 Staff to attend relevant CPD
 Staff secure in teaching maths in order to secure progression
 The percentage of pupils achieving at least expected level is above national average
Resources
£5000
£3000 for training – LN and JM to attend training events

Actions

Lead

Autumn 16

Monitoring/Measured
Spring 17

Summer 17

Fully implement Inspire Maths

LN,JM,SLT

Completion of transition
units
Parent workshops
Monitor plan to practice

Complete Resource audit
Update calculation policy

Audit
Review
Data analysis
Next steps

To participate in joint (TEAM) INSET
opportunities SIG group

JM

training organised and
relevant staff booked on
training
Review evaluations
What’s been successful
What do we need to
adapt/do more of?

Review evaluations
What’s been successful
What do we need to
adapt/do more of?

Review evaluations
What’s been successful
What do we need to
adapt/do more of?

To organise additional bespoke training for
specific year groups with those new to Year
groups – supporting teachers in the planning and
teaching of maths through peer to peer support

LN/JM

Training needs analysis
undertaken with schools
Specific training organised

Review evaluations
What’s been successful
What do we need to
adapt/do more of?

Review evaluations
And needs-analysis
What do we need to do
more of/ offer schools?
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Continue to raise standards in maths with
specific focus on KS 1

JM/LN

Deploy SLE in KS1

To provide opportunities for staff to share good
practice in own setting and in other SIG settings
as appropriate
To observe and monitor teaching and learning in
maths to ensure effective implementation of
Inspire Maths

LN/JM

SLEs to organise cluster group meetings

JM

Staff to observe each other
staff over the course of the
year
Monitor through book
scrutiny, monitoring of
planning and learning
walks
Termly meeting

LN/JM and SLT

Monitor through book
scrutiny, monitoring of
planning and learning
walks
Termly meeting

Monitor through book
scrutiny, monitoring of
planning and learning
walks
Termly meeting

Objective: 3
ASSESSMENT
To further develop the use of Target Tracker to monitor pupil progress and further develop an understanding of NC progression
Success Criteria:
Formative assessment is accurate and effective
Data analysis is completed and next steps identified
TT is used consistently across school to assess pupils’ progress
Identified areas used to inform classroom practice.
Resources: £6200
Actions
Lead

Embed the use of target tracker in
the core subjects across the school

LB

Increase teacher knowledge of
curriculum planning and next steps

LB

Develop the use of Target Tracker
so that it becomes a teaching tool

LB

Attend network meetings for Assessment
Coordinators to review practice, update

N Watts (SLE)
Roe Lee

Monitoring/Measured
Autumn 2016

Spring 2017

Summer 2017

Timeline in place and
monitored
INSET from LM
End of term assessments
App implemented
FS introducing TT
Training from LB

End of term assessments

End of term assessments

Peer to peer support

Audit
Review
Next steps

Team meetings
Statement booklets
completed
Network attended

All key interventions
identified in TT



Establish needs
Actions as appropriate

Report to SLT
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latest information and develop effective
assessment systems and procedures
including the use of tracking systems

LB




Develop common understanding of Good
Level of Development

DW



Evaluate EYFS baseline assessment
(September 2016)

DW
LB






Follow up to establish
best practice for
school.
Share good practice
across SIG schools
Foundation Stage Team
meet
Report to SLT/Govs
Experiences shared
Decisions on baseline
for September 2017
Report to SLT

Moderation of GLD

St Thomas’ C E Primary School
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – READING – Donna Simpson, Lisa Morton. Carley Dootson, Amima Matlub
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not
yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

To improve attainment in reading.

Measures of success
Required improvements:





KS2 SATs reading results to improve by 26% (from 54% to 80%)
Y1 phonics screener to be maintained at 90%
KS1 SATs reading results to be maintained at 80% (78% this year) Internal data for reading to increase termly

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1
To evaluate the
effectiveness of the
comprehension
scheme.

Action / tasks

6.

Look at what is working well in other
schools in borough – ask and
observe.
7. Contact scheme reps. and purchase
whole school, progressive scheme.
8. Put 1 hourly comprehension slots
onto whole school timetables
9. English team to lead internal training
in new scheme
10. Monitor planning and teaching

Lead
person

DS

Other personnel

Support lead (CD, LM and
AM)

Intended outcome
and date objective
will be completed

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS2.

Whole school staff

Person monitoring
and how objective
will be monitored
including
contribution by
governors
Who
DS/CD/LM

External support /
monitoring
including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school
support
CPD / INSET
English leader from the
school running the scheme
we choose to adopt.

How
Date completed
End of school year 2016 for
locating scheme
Embed in
classrooms/monitoring
throughout Autumn Term






Monitor timetables
Monitor planning
Support delivery
Monitor internal
assessment data

Emma Caulfield
Book Reps.
Staff training from Eng. team
for wider staff members

Governors
Report to govs. At curriculum
meetings.
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1.2
To evaluate the
guided reading
provision.

7.

Audit current guided reading diet
(initially across KS2 then moving into
KS1)

8.

Questionnaires for children and staff
re: books needed

CD

(support lead) DS, LM and
AM

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS2.

DD KH PW
Whole school staff for
implementation

9. Purchase new guided reading books
10. Assign current and new books to

Classes are better resourced
with guided reading books.

Support staff trained to
support delivery of guided
reading sessions

11. Develop the planning of guided
reading sessions

12. Identify and train a team of support

Emma Caulfield
T4W lead school in
Birmingham

How

New format for guided
reading lessons

year groups linked to new
curriculum coverage and Talk for
Writing topics

Who
DS/CD/LM





Monitor timetables
Monitor planning
Support delivery

Governors
Report to governors at
curriculum meetings

staff

13. Eng team/SLT to manage
differentiation and adult-led groups

14. Implement the same model of
guided reading across school

1.3
To replenish the KS2
reading scheme.

6.

Update 1:1 reading scheme with
books in-line with new national
curriculum
7. Contact reps for sample packs
8. Update policy on 1:1 reading
9. Increase parental engagement and
involvement with home reading
books
10. Introduce the 100 book scheme

DS

(support lead) DS, LM and
AM

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS2.

Whole school staff for
implementation

DS lead monitor

Book Reps

AM to support
How

Increase reading for pleasure
with pupils and parents at
home.
New books purchased in line
with new curriculum.
Increased attainment in
reading at end of KS2.




Ensure new books
are purchased
Monitor parental
involvement
through
workshops and
increased
frequency in
home-reading
record logs
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1.4
To improve
library provision

1.5
To effectively
train ‘staff’ to
deliver new
reading
curriculum.

13. Identify new librarian
14. Look at opening times for parents
and children to visit outside of
school day
15. Implement 100 book challenge
16. Y6 to become junior librarians
17. Develop use on online reading
(blogs/apps/kindles etc… )
1. Contact with Emma Caulfield to
deliver INSET day on teaching
reading-28/10/16 TBC
2. Staff to visit local schools to see
good practise
3. Disseminate good practise observed
4. English team to work collaboratively
with class teachers for the
implementation of new
comprehension and new guided
reading practises
5. Train support staff guided reading
team (link to previous target)

AM

(support leads) DS, CD, LM

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS2.

AM lead monitor
(DS/CD/LM to support)

Increase enjoyment of
reading with pupils

DS

LM CD

Intended outcome
Increase attainment in
reading across KS1 AND 2.

SLT and assessment lead

Emma Caulfield

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher
RAG against
overall key
priority (by
Governors)
Impact of
external
support (by
Governors)
Key Priority Cost Summary
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MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant
School to School support

2 x ½ days £800
½ day workshop £80x3
Days

Supply

3 days x600

Other (please specify)

Cost of 100 books scheme – approximately £600
Reading scheme ks2- approximately £3000
Comprehension scheme-£1200
Total cost

6440

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

1.1-1.5

1.1 C.C .Scheme bought
1.3 KS2 reading scheme bought
1.3 KS2 reading scheme in place
1.5 All staff trained by EC
1.5 english leads visit Redeemer
1.5 Literacy leads attend network by EC
1.1-1.3Target tracker monitored for
improvement in reading
1.1-1.2 parents meeting for reception parents

1.1 All staff shared and trained in CC
1.1-1.3Reading policy updated
1.4 new librarian in place and 100 books
purcahsed
1.1-1.3Target tracker monitored for
improvement in reading
1.5 other teachers visit Redeemer
1.1-1.2 parents meeting for other year groups.

1.1-1.3 Target tracker monitored for
improvement in reading

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

1.1-1.3Target tracker monitored for
improvement in reading
1.1-1.2Amend the action plan in light of
outcomes from TT and assessments.

1.1-1.3 Target tracker monitored for
improvement in reading
1.1-1.2 continue to monitor reading provision
and evaluate impact

1.1-1.3 Target tracker monitored for
improvement in reading
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader: Liam Noon and Judith Myhill - Mathematics
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has
not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

Fully implement Inspire Maths improving attainment and progression in maths

Measures of success
Required improvements:
Success evaluated by:

Full implementation of Inspire Maths
Clear progression in maths evident

Objectives

Action / tasks

Teachers to use
Target Tracker to
accurately assess
pupil’s attainment in
maths.

Year 6 and Year 2 teachers to
attend preparing for maths
SATS course
Class Teachers to attend
Assessing attainment and
Understanding courses
See relevant excel document.

Lead person

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill
Laura Butterworth

Other personnel

Class Teachers

Intended outcome
and date objective
will be completed

All teachers to be familiar
and confident when
assessing their children
within Mathematics.
Understand and know the
KPIs for their year group.
Collate evidence.
Summer 2017

Person monitoring
and how objective
will be monitored
including
contribution by
governors

External support /
monitoring
including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school
support
CPD / INSET

Subject leads to monitor.
Involvement with SLT and
governors updated at
curriculum meetings.

Cost – Maths contribution
£935, the rest to come from
CPD
Provide Test Base to support
Teachers in AFL - Cost 2016/17 - Complete package
- £240 - maths element of
£80
2016/17 - Approx Complete package - £240 maths element of £80

Test Base Ordered. Feb 2016
Feb 2017

Support given to staff on the
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use of target tracker to plan
for and gather evidence for
assessment. Target tracker
Inset training day (2/9/16)
Check use of Target Tracker
– see attached Target Tracker
Dates Sheet.
Planning, Teaching
and Learning
support

Share transition units and
Year 2/6 alternative
sequences

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class Teachers

Staff meeting 27/09/16 to
review current practice,
address
any problems
and create next steps.
Purchase of Inspire Maths
online teacher support –
Cost 2016/17 - £200+VAT
2017/18 – Potentially £200+VAT

27/09/16

Triangulation of monitoring.

Date of meetings to be
arranged. Dec 2016

Purchase manipulatives ipad
apps for teachers ipads to
support modelling during
lessons.
Braincamp apps – Up to
£180.61
Drop in session to provide
initial support in their use.

New books bought after
consideration of layout.
Introduction of Maths Books
in Reception.

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill
SLT

October 2016
October 2017

Provide Class Teachers with
the opportunity to attend
Inspire Network Meetings.

Improve children’s
written
communication of
maths.

Summer 2016

Dean Sillett

Apps bought Dec 2016

GBM

Drop in session December
2016

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill
Donna Simpson

Class Teachers
SLT

Teachers incorporating the
use of apps in lessons where
appropriate
Presentation improved
throughout the whole
school.

Subject leaders and SLT
check presentation in books
against policy.

Summer 2017
Presentation of Maths in
books added to the Policy
and guidance given to
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teachers.

Inform parents about
INSPIRE maths

Resource Audit

In year 1, ensure that the
formation of digits are
correctly taught through
Nelson Thorns Handwriting
scheme
To inform parents about the
reasons behind why we are
doing INSPIRE maths and
differences in classroom
practice. There is to be a
section regarding INSPIRE
maths on the school website
which gives parents
information about the
programme outline and
FAQS.

Inspire Maths – Audit use of
Practice and Assessment
books.
Consider purchasing ‘master
copies’ to address the issue
of new children and the need
for teachers to dip down into
other practice books. – Cost £54

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Summer 2017

Liam Noon

Website updated

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class Teachers
Teaching Assistants

Evaluation of the use of
Practice Books across the
school and Assessment
Books in Year 1. Summer
2017

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Decision made on whether
to continue with purchasing
Inspire Maths Consumables.
Summer 2017

Cost of new practice books
for the year and new
Assessment books for year 1
- 2017/18 - £3400
Audit of concrete materials
and models across the
school. Purchase of
materials and models to
support the curriculum
where needed. Approx £500

Audit of maths equipment
and identification gaps in
resources, particularly
essential ones.
Essential equipment ordered.
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Target pupils that
are well below age
related expectations
throughout both key
stages

Update Maths
Policies

2016/17 and 2017/18

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class Teachers
Karen Bunning

JM to attend training and
complete tasks.

Target group.

EdgeHill University - Clare
Martin

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill
SLT
Governors

Number Sense for visual
calculation policy – Cost not
known.

Children identified for N/C
and program carried out.

Identify children and share
with class teacher.
JM continuing Numbers
Count Teacher CPD.
Materials/stationary/consum
ables/ items for games and
problem solving. - £60
Write maths policy to take
into account the use of
Inspire Maths and
developing a Mastery
approach in school

Claire Martin
- Accreditation completed
for 2016/17 and 2017/18

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class Teachers
Governors

Summer 2017
To update current Maths
practice in policy.

Write calculation policy to
take into account Inspire
Maths Curriculum. Consider
purchasing a visual
calculation policy in
conjunction with SIG group
schools – cost not known
Present to Governors
To provide MyMaths
platform across
school to support
learning in school
and at home.

MyMaths subscription
renewed. 2016/17 - £299
+VAT
2017/18 - Approx £299+
VAT

Liam Noon
Judith Myhill

Class teachers
Kim Harrington

Judith Myhill

Class Teachers
Judith Myhill
Liam Noon

MyMaths Homework set
every other week.
MyMaths Homework Club at
lunchtimes

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)
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Next Steps by
Headteacher
RAG against
overall key
priority (by
Governors)
Impact of
external
support (by
Governors)
Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

N/A

School Adviser

N/A

Consultant

N/A

School to School support

N/A

Supply

N/A

Other (please specify)

Allocated within objectives
Total cost

£6709

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

To provide MyMaths platform across
school to support learning in school
and at home.
Target pupils that are well below age
related expectations throughout both
key stages
Information regarding INSPIRE on the
website for parents

Concrete Resources Audit

Teachers to use Target Tracker to
accurately assess pupil’s attainment
in maths.
Update Maths Policies
JM numbers count accreditation
INSPIRE resources audit
Continued update of information for
parents regarding INSPIRE
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Improvement on presentation and
communication
Term 4
Target pupils that are well below age
related expectations throughout both
key stages

Term 5

Term 6
JM numbers count accreditation
INSPIRE resources audit

Concrete Resources Audit
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader

Assessment – Laura Butterworth

Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has
not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

Effective and accurate formative assessment and analysis to be completed through Target Tracker.

Measures of success
Required improvements:
Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1
For all class
teachers to be
confidently and
accurately using
Target tracker to
initially assess
Reading, Writing
and Maths and
then leading onto
the assessment of
all subject areas in
the year 20172018.

Action / tasks

For Target Tracker to be used constantly throughout the year to continuously assess pupil's progress and to identify areas
for development that need addressing through informing planning.
Staff's ability and confidence using Target Tracker to accurately assess children in Reading, Writing and Maths before
moving onto using Target Tracker to assess in all subject areas in the academic year 2017-2018.
External support /
Person monitoring
monitoring
and how objective
including:
Intended outcome
will be monitored
Adviser
Lead person
Other personnel
and date objective
including
Consultant
will be completed
contribution by
School to school
governors
support
CPD / INSET

Generate, print off and hand
out a list of non-negotiable
deadline dates for Target
Tracker. Class updates will be
checked fortnightly to ensure
that class teachers are
completing updates
regularly.

Laura Butterworth

Carolyn Lord
Donna Simpson
Liam Noon
All class teachers

Print off and distribute
printed copies of each year
group's Statements for
Reading, Writing and Maths
to class teachers, put into
the form of a tick list
booklet.
All teachers will have
completed well informed,
accurate Statements and
Steps for their class in
Reading, Writing and Maths.

Laura Butterworth

Carolyn Lord
Donna Simpson
Liam Noon
All class teachers

Laura Butterworth

All class teachers

Non-negotiable deadline list
completed and handed out
on 2/9/16.
By July 2017, Target Tracker
will have been fully
completed with regular
updates for the academic
year 2016-2017.
Printed Statements handed
out at INSET on 2/9/16.

All Statements and Steps
completed with relevant
evidence included in
Reading, Writing and Maths
for all classes.
December 2016.

Class teacher contributions
monitored fortnightly by
Laura Butterworth and
reported back to Carolyn
Lord, Donna Simpson and
Liam Noon.

Target Tracker helpline
where needed.

Laura Butterworth will
monitor the use of these
Statement booklets.

Target Tracker helpline
where needed.

Laura Butterworth will
monitor fortnightly updates
to the Statements and termly
updates to the Steps of all
classes. All to be completed
by the end of the academic
year 2016-2017.

School to school support
through Target Tracker
network meetings.
Target Tracker helpline
where needed.
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March 2017.
July 2017.

For EYFS to be using Target
tracker to complete
Statements, termly Steps and
record evidence where
required.

Laura Butterworth

All teachers will have
completed well informed,
accurate Statements and
Steps for their class in all
subjects.

Laura Butterworth

Work with Lynne Martin
from St. Matthews to
distribute the 'Golden Sheet'
to all staff to assist with
selecting the appropriate
Step for each child on Target
Tracker.

1.2
Target Tracker to
be used to produce
accurate analysis of
data with a focus
on key groups.

Staff to update Steps termly
for Reading, Writing and
Maths for 2016-2017 and all
subjects for 2017-2018.

Laura Butterworth

Debra Welsby
Charlotte Metters
Sue McConkey

All class teachers

Lynne Martin
All teaching staff at St.
Thomas'.

Laura Butterworth

All class teachers

All EYFS staff to be using
Target Tracker to record
evidence, update Statements
and update Steps for all EYFS
curriculum subjects.
Full year's completion by July
2017.
All Statements and Steps
completed with relevant
evidence included for all
subject areas.
December 2017.
March 2018.
July 2018.
Staff will have a copy of the
'Golden Sheet' which will
assist their choice of which
Step to place children on
when making termly
judgements.
Golden Sheet distributed
after staff meeting on
27/9/16.
Statements will inform termly
updates of Steps on Target
Tracker for all classes.
December 2016.
March 2017.
July 2017.
December 2017.
March 2018.
July 2018.

Monitored and assisted by
Laura Butterworth and Debra
Welsby.

Target Tracker helpline
where needed.
Debra and Sue's knowledge
of EYFS curriculum.

Laura Butterworth will
monitor fortnightly updates
to the Statements and termly
updates to the Steps of all
classes. All to be completed
by the end of the academic
year 2017-2018.

School to school support
through Target Tracker
network meetings.

Laura Butterworth, Carolyn
Lord, Donna Simpson and
Liam Noon to monitor the
distribution and use of the
'Golden Sheet.'

School to school support
from St. Matthews.

Laura Butterworth will
monitor fortnightly updates
to the Statements and termly
updates to the Steps of all
classes.

School to school support
through Target Tracker
network meetings.

Target Tracker helpline
where needed.

Target Tracker helpline
where needed.
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Accurate, termly analysis to
be produced using Target
Tracker with a focus on SEN
children, Pupil Premium
children and more able
children.

Laura Butterworth

Set up Target Tracker groups
for SEN key intervention
groups and analyse the
termly progress of these
groups.

Laura Butterworth

Carolyn Lord
Donna Simpson
Liam Noon
Karen Bunning

Karen Bunning

Accurate, termly analysis will
be produced and presented
back to SLT and then all staff.
January 2017.
April 2017.
July 2017.
January 2018.
April 2018.
July 2018.
Target Tracker groups for
key interventions (advised by
Karen Bunning) set up.
November 2016.

Presentation of termly
analysis by Laura Butterworth
to SLT, all staff via a staff
meeting and to Governors
when requested via a
Governor's meeting.

Target Tracker helpline
where needed.

Karen Bunning and Laura
Butterworth monitoring the
setting up of the Target
Tracker groups and the
intervention group termly
analysis.

Target Tracker helpline
where needed.

Victoria Davidson monitoring
the setting up of and analysis
of Gifted and Talented
children through Target
Tracker.

Target Tracker helpline
where needed.

Three days per term out of
class to produce analysis.

Three days per term out of
class to produce analysis.

Termly analysis of the
progress of these key
interventions groups
produced and shared with
SENCo, SLT and class
teachers.

Set up Target Tracker group
for Gifted and Talented
children and then continue
to monitor termly progress.

Victoria Davidson

Laura Butterworth
All class teachers

January 2017.
April 2017.
July 2017.
January 2018.
April 2018.
July 2018.
Target Tracker group for
Gifted and Talented children
(advised by Victoria Davidson
and class teachers) set up.
December 2016.
Termly analysis of the
progress of this Gifted and
Talented group and shared
with Victoria Davidson, SLT
and class teachers.
January 2017.
April 2017.
July 2017.
January 2018.
April 2018.
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July 2018.

1.3
To continue to lead
Assessment
network meetings,
sharing resources,
problems and
resolutions under
my role as an SLE
for Assessment.

Use of Fisher Family Trust
site to produce an overall
school summary of the
previous three year's
attainment and progress at
both KS1 and KS2. Use this
analysis to identify areas for
development and share with
TLR leaders.
Lead future network
meetings throughout the
next two years.

Laura Butterworth

Trial and select suitable end
of year tests for comparison
with and to be used
alongside Target Tracker
teacher assessments.

Laura Butterworth

Carolyn Lord
Donna Simpson
Liam Noon
Laura Kelly
Carley Dootson

Analysis of previous three
years performance at both
KS1 and KS2 to be presented
to SLT and Governors.

Laura Butterworth will
present to SLT and
Governors where requested.

Fisher Family Trust advanced
training course.

TEAM will monitor the
regularity of network
meetings along with Laura
Butterworth and Natalie
Watts who will record
minutes from each meeting.

School to school support.

Laura Butterworth will
monitor how these tests are
delivered and used,
alongside SLT who will advise
on their preferred test
choice.

Test companies to trial
resources with, e.g. NFER,
Rising Stars.

January 2017.

Laura Butterworth

Natalie Watts
Assessment co-ordinators
across Blackburn with
Darwen.

Carolyn Lord
Donna Simpson
Liam Noon

Regular termly meetings
hosted at different schools,
whereby Assessment leads
across the borough can share
resources and issues.
Next meeting = 6/10/16
Tests selected, ordered and
administrated by July 2017.

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)
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Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

0 Days

School Adviser

0 Days

Consultant

0 Days

School to School support

0 Days

Supply

9 Days (Three per term for analysing data and preparing to present to SLT, staff and
Governors).

Other (please specify)
Total cost

£ 1,800 supply costs

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Assessment with a focus on the use of Target Tracker
as an effective and informative assessment tool.

Non-negotiable deadline list completed and handed out.

Target Tracker groups set up for key interventions.

Printed Statements booklets competed and handed out to
all staff for Reading, Writing and Maths.

Target Tracker Gifted and Talented group set up.

Target tracker fully completed for a full year, including
Statements, Steps and observations for Reading,
Writing and Maths.

'Golden Sheet' distributed amongst staff.

FFT analysis of performance at KS1 and KS2 for the
previous 3 years' data.

Target Tracker fully completed for a full year for EYFS
for all EYFS curriculum subjects.

Steps completed and analysed for Reading, Writing and
Maths, including key focus groups and intervention
groups.

Steps completed and analysed for Reading, Writing and
Maths, including key focus groups and intervention
groups.

Steps completed and analysed for Reading, Writing and
Maths, including key focus groups and intervention
groups.

Assessment networking meeting held.

Assessment networking meeting held.

Assessment networking meeting held.
End of year tests selected, trialled and carried out.

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Steps completed and analysed for all subjects, including
key focus groups and intervention groups.

Steps completed and analysed for all subjects, including
key focus groups and intervention groups.

Assessment networking meeting held.

Assessment networking meeting held.

Target tracker fully completed for a full year, including
Statements, Steps and observations for all subjects.
Steps completed and analysed for all subjects, including
key focus groups and intervention groups.
Assessment networking meeting held.
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – PHONICS – Donna Briggs
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

To continue to achieve above national average in the phonics screening check at the end of year one.

Measures of success
Required improvements:

The end of year one phonics screening test results should be higher than the national average.

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1 To continue to
achieve above
national average in
the phonics
screening check at
the end of year one.

Action / tasks

Lead person

Other personnel

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

Termly screening checks to
take place.

Donna Briggs

Debra Welsby, all KS1 and
year three teachers.

December 2016
April 2017
July 2017
December 2017
April 2018
July 2018

Donna Briggs and SLT will
monitor through gathering
the results and monitoring.

Planning informed by
teacher assessment.

Donna Briggs

All foundation stage, KS1 and
year three teachers.

Donna Briggs, Debra Welsby
and SLT will check planning
to ensure that the needs
highlighted on the phonics
tracking grid and through
the termly screening check
are being addressed.

Phonics screening check to
be delivered in accordance
with the government
guidelines.

Donna Briggs

Weekly plans to be
monitored each term.
December 2016
April 2017
July 2017
December 2017
April 2018
July 2018
To be delivered in the weeks
set by the government.
June 2017
June 2018

SLT will ensure that the
screening check is carried
out in line with the
government
recommendations.

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET
Box of paper (5 reams) to
use for photocopying the
text papers and mark sheets.

Cost of cover for two weeks
(one per year) or internal
cover.
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1.2 To renew
resources and make
new resources in line
with new ideas.

1.3 1.To continue
develop a whole
school approach to
teaching phonics
(letters and sounds).

Fast Track phonics to be
delivered to those who are
either falling behind in year
one or who did not pass the
phonics screening in year
one or two.

Donna Briggs

All foundation stage, KS1 and
year three teachers.

Children to be identified
during the screening check
at the end of each term and
through monitoring the
tracking grids.
December 2016
April 2017
July 2017
December 2017
April 2018
July 2018
December 2016
December 2017

Donna Briggs and all
foundation stage, KS1 and
year three teachers will
monitor children through the
phonics tracking grid and
through the termly screening
check and make provision for
the children to take part in
the group.

To renew phonics play in the
Autumn term.

Donna Briggs

Rachel Bretherton

Donna Briggs will place a
requisition request in with
Rachel Bretherton each
November.

£120 per year (total of £240
for two years (price obtained
in June 2016) for 35 users to
use phonics play.

To create working grapheme
charts for the children.

Donna Briggs

All foundation stage, KS1 and
year three teachers.

December 2016

2 reams of paper.
Plastic document wallets for
the children to keep their
grapheme charts in.

Donna Briggs

Debra Welsby
SLT

Donna Briggs

All foundation stage, KS1 and
year three teachers.

Weekly plans to be
monitored each term.
December 2016
April 2017
July 2017
December 2017
April 2018
July 2018
Weekly plans to be
monitored each term to
check that at least two
sessions in the phonics plans
for the week devoted to oral
segmentation.
December 2016

Donna Briggs and all
foundation stage, KS1 and
year three teachers will
photocopy and use
individual grapheme charts
created by the children.
These will then be available
for the children at every
writing opportunity.
Donna Briggs will review the
use and creation of these
every term against the
planning during the year
2016 – 2017.
Donna Briggs, Debra Welsby
and SLT will monitor this
when reviewing lesson plans
each term.

To ensure that all teachers
follow the four part lesson
plan (revisit review, teach,
practise and apply) following
Letters and Sounds.

To develop the children’s
ability to segment words for
spelling.

During observations the
segmentation of spelling
should be made evident.
Independent writing will be
moderated in the Summer
term 2017 and 2018.
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April 2017
July 2017
December 2017
April 2018
July 2018
To teach the children the
spelling rules when
introduced to a new
grapheme.

Donna Briggs

All foundation stage, KS1 and
year three teachers.

Weekly plans to be
monitored each term. The
plans should contain the
spelling rules (where
appropriate) for teaching the
children.
December 2016
April 2017
July 2017
December 2017
April 2018
July 2018

Summer 2017
Summer 2018
There should be increased
attainment in the statutory
spelling tests and the rising
stars termly assessment. The
progress will be gradual with
the most progress being
seen in Summer 2018 in year
one.

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days
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Consultant

Days

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days 10 or internal supply

Other (please specify)

Internal Supply (two weeks)
Total cost

£

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Phonics play purchased.
Vowel sounds – are teachers teaching the difference
between long and short vowel sounds? (planning).
Fast track phonic groups to be arranged for those who
did not successfully pass the year one phonics screening
(years one and two).

Planning monitored. Is planning informed by
assessment? (Screening check and tracking grid).

Phonics screening check delivered.
Segmentation in spelling – are children using
segmentation as their prime approach to spelling?

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Phonics play purchased.

Planning monitored.

Phonics screening check delivered.
Do children understand the spelling rules for using
particular alternate graphemes in a word? (results will
show in the statutory and non-statutory spelling results).
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – Talk for Writing – Carley Dootson
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

To improve attainment in writing.

Measures of success
Required improvements:





Success evaluated by:

CD

Objectives

1.1 To make links with a
local Talk for Writing
School
(In order to…)
1.2 Continue to
train/develop staff in
the implementation of
Talk For Writing
1.3 Ensure staff who
missed aspects of
training (M2at.
Leave/sabbatical
etc…) are fully trained.
1.4 Talk For Writing in the
EYFS specific training
1.5 Ensure leadership
team (assistant,
deputy and head
teacher) attend
leadership training

KS2 SATs writing results to maintain at 95%
Internal data to show a rise in all classes from % of children at expected from academic year 15/16 – 16/17
KS1 SATs writing results

Action / tasks












CD to research
Email correspondence
Staff in KS1/KS2 to visit the
school to observe lessons in
action and speak to
teachers
Attend school-based
training centre events (£120
per delegate per 1 day
course)
School-to-school support
EYFS staff to attend training
day (cost £120 per delegate
per 1 day course)
SM DW ADP CM AA
Book leadership course for
SMT

Lead
person

CD

Other personnel

Support lead (CD,
LM and AM)
Whole school staff

Intended outcome and date
objective will be completed

Intended Outcome

Staff that missed internal
training to be caught up

EYFS specific training to be
attended

School-to-school support
network established
Termly milestones

Link made summer 2 term
2016

Courses booked summer 2
2016

Staff attending course
Autumn 2 (November)

CD to monitor
implementation

Person monitoring and how
objective will be monitored
including contribution by
governors

CD monitoring. Will ensure
identified actions are carried
out and liaise with DS as part
of performance management.

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET
Emma Caulfield
Staff from Burnley Brow
Primary School
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2.1 To monitor the
impact/implementation of
Talk For Writing

To develop a long term
overview for writing across
the whole school

SLT to monitor circle plans ensuring
teachers are planning for:
o
imitate / innovate /invent
o
planning follows last years
’10 commandments’
SLT to monitor English books:
o
Are units sandwiched with a
cold/hot write?
o
Appropriate amount of work
between?
o
Evidence of grammar games
o
Evidence of shared/guided
writing

o

o

o

o

1.5
To effectively train
‘staff’ to deliver new
reading curriculum.

6.

7.
8.
9.

CD to liaise with teachers re:
units to be covered next
year
CD to create a yearly
overview aligning T4W units
National Curriculum
coverage and internal
assessment focus points.
English team to monitor
implementation of this
during monitoring rounds
annually.
Overview to be made
available on school website
for parents.
Contact with Emma Caulfield
to deliver INSET day on
teaching reading-28/10/16
TBC
Staff to visit local schools to
see good practise
Disseminate good practise
observed
English team to work
collaboratively with class
teachers for the
implementation of new
comprehension and new
guided reading practises

CD and
SLT

LB to monitor data
SMT books
.planning
monitoring

CD

DL CL LM

all
teaching
staff

DS
CD
LM

All teaching and
support staff

Intended outcomes

Improve standards in writing
across the school –
percentage to be maintained
or improved at KS2

Internal data to rise (across
year groups)
Termly Milestones

Monitoring of T4W on whole
school actions list of
monitoring

Monitoring takes place
Autumn term

Staff given personalised
feedback on how to improve

Feedback the re-monitored to
address specific actions.
Intended Outcomes

Teachers teach focus T4W
units with explicit national
curriculum coverage

Long term plan is progressive
across the whole school and
ensures genre coverage.
Termly Milestones

Teachers complete 2 fiction
and 2 non-fiction unit each
term

CL DS to oversee
monitoring process.

No external support
required

DS will monitor CD as part
of performance
management

Emma Caulfield

Intended Outcomes

To bring the teaching of
comprehension skills inline
with the demands of the new
curriculum

To provide staff with a
structure to work within and
resources to support teaching

To improve children’s
comprehension and inference
skills which were found to be
weak during test analysis

English team monitoring
through lesson
observations – staff will
receive individual
feedback.

Emma Caulfield

CD will provide a specific
‘proforma’ to monitor
from.
Staff will receive feedback
from the proforma
completed by SLT.

Pie Corbett (via Twitter)

Staff at The Redeemer
Primary School

LB/CD/DS to monitor
impact of scheme upon
assessment (Via steps and
statements)

Termly Milestones
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10. Train support staff guided
reading team (link to
previous target)











1.6
To apply for official
Talk For Writing
school status and
gain the accreditation
(?)







Cd to ensure Talk For
Writing is embedded
across school (Nursery
– year 6)
CD to research
application process
CD to prepare portfolio
of evidence
CD to apply!

CD
DS
EC

All support and
teaching staff

CD/DS/LM to visit successful
school and explore teaching
systems/methods/schemes
used
Order new scheme
English team to observe
lessons at The Redeemer to
discriminate back at St
Thomas’
Staff meeting to train teachers
in the delivery
Scheme in place and being
used
Continued monitoring and
internal/exteral CPD
Increasing in reading
attainment

Intended Outcomes

St Thomas’ is awarded official
Talk For Writing
status/accreditation
Termly milestones

Continued
implementation/driving of
Talk for Writing throughout
the year

Application form completed!

Pie Corbett will monitor
and provide feedback to us
as a school.

Emma Caulfiled
Pie Corbett (Via Twitter)

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher
RAG against
overall key
priority (by
Governors)
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Impact of
external
support (by
Governors)
Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

4 Days

£1000 annual

School to School support

10 Days

£1500 annual

Supply

10 Days

£2500 annual

Other (please specify)
Total cost

£5000 annual

(All costs are approximations)

Timeline Expected Outcome
Summer 2016






Link made with local T4W school
(Burnely Brow Primary)
Courses booked for EYFS, staff new
to class and staff who missed
training
Contact established with Pie
Corbett and Emma Caulfield
Discussion with staff about writing
units for next academic year

Term 1 Autumn 2016








Long term overview for writing units
written
Long term overview available on staff
website
Staff going to an outstanding Talk for
Writing school to observe good practise
Begin collecting portfolio of evidence (via
twitter)
Work with E.C to develop Talk for Writing
in St Thomas’
Monitor teachers books and planning and
provide feedback

Term 4 Autumn 2018



Launch event as a talk for writing
school
Begin to hold termly (?) talk for
writing training events

Term 2 Spring 2017






Book leadership course for SMT
Address any training needs identified
from books and planning monitoring
Monitor impact of Talk for Writing
(via interviews with staff and children
– qualitive data and via internal
assessment data quantitative)
Begin to research the process for
applying to become a Talk For
Writing shool

Term 5 Spring 2017



Continued professional development
of staff
St Thomas’ staff observed by other
professionals for good practises in
Talk For Writing

Term 3 Summer 2017






Begin to establish reading spin
across school
Apply for accreditation
Possible visit from Pie Corbett to
school to monitor
Awarded Talk for Writing school
status
Monitor impact on children’s writing
standards (via KS2 SATs)

Term 6 Summer 2017


Maintain SATs results or better at
writing (95%)
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – SEND/PP – Karen Bunning
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1
1.1 Training to develop a Provision Map for SEN and Pupil Premium children across all three Key stages EY, 1 and 2
1.2 Develop knowledge of current interventions and new interventions- in particular Early Talkboost and Speech and Language`
1.3 Join NASEN to access latest developments within SEND
1.4 Implement the Assess Plan Do Review Cycle
1.5 Liaison with Statutory Assessment, SEND Support service and Educational Psychologists
1.6 Designated Teacher role- working specifically with LA Children

Measures of success
Required improvements:
1.1 All children on the SEN register and Pupil Premium to be listed on the provision map with the interventions and the costs therefore enabling school to keep
up to date with the budget and how we as a school are providing for those children with Special needs and those who are from a disadvantaged background.
1.2 PTV training in September for me with current SSAs who are running PTV this year. Early Talkboost claims that children make statistically significant progress
in early language. On average children make 6 months progress after a 9 week intervention, therefore helping the catch up with other children their age.
1.3 Keep up to date with the latest developments in SEND. Access to courses to enable me to carry out my role as SENCO and provide training for staff as and
when required.
1.4 Assessment data complete and on Target Tracker, IEPs set and evaluated. Interventions in place for the forth- coming term.
1.5 EHCP assessment requested when required, review dates set, reviews held and written up, and sent to the SEND support Service.
Arrange meetings with the above services in relation to the needs of our children
1.6 Attend training for PP/LAC, attend meetings for LAC, share school information for LAC at the meetings and arrange support and interventions for LAC. Pupil
Premium allocation- updates on progress of pupil Premium children

Success evaluated by:
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Objectives

Action / tasks

Lead person

KB
1.1
Develop a Provision
Map for SEN and
Pupil Premium
children across all
three Key stages EY,
1 and 2

Ring Abigail@Edukey
Book the training for Sept
2016
Training from Edukey – on
line sessions (as many as
needed)``
Develop Provision map from
Sept to be a continuous
working document.

1.3 Keep up to date
with SEND
knowledge and
latest changes.

Join NASEN to access latest
developments within SEND

KB

Other personnel

CL
Mrs Umer
Class teachers
SSAs

Mrs Umer

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed
Knowledge of how to set up
a Provision Map for St
Thomas' CEP School
Begin Provision Map
Sept 16 TBC
In place and implemented by
Dec 2016, EY KS running by
Dec 2016
KS 1 Easter 2017
KS2 Summer 2017
Constant updates
throughout the three year
contract Sept 2016-19
Whole Year
Attend courses
Annual Conference 2017 and
2018

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

KB
CL
Mrs Umer
Helen Chadwick SEN Officer

SEN Cluster meetings
School visits to see how
other schools write their
Provision Map

Termly updates with Mrs
Umer

1.4
Implement the
Assess Plan Do
Review Cycle Sept
16-18

Termly meeting with class
teachers re targets in IEPs
Targets in EHCPs
Targets in IPRAs
Reviews held annually with
interested parties

NASEN on line Resources
Subscription £132
Journals Subscription £157
Inclusion In Focus
Monthly issue

Update Sept 2016
1.3a) Update
SEND/Medical/
PP school policies on
the system

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET
Training by Edukey
Consultants.
Continuous support
On-line (£1875 over 3
years- £625 per year)

KB

CL/Mrs Umer

Policy update to enable
parents to make informed
choices

KB

CL
Class Teacher
Mrs Umer

Targets set with class
teachers at the beginning of
each term.
Implementation of targets
Evaluations
Reviews written and
recorded

Achievement of childrenlook at RAISE- closing the
gap
Internally on Target Tracker

CPD on Target Tracker
Time to review progresstraining days
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1.5
Liaison with
Statutory
Assessment, SEND
Support service and
Educational
Psychologists
EHCP referrals
Continuous
monitoring April
2016-Sept 2018
1.6 Designated
Teacher roleworking
specifically with
PP/LA Children
. Pupil Premium
allocation- updates
on progress of pupil
Premium childrensee Target Tracker

Sept 2016
Line of communication with
SENDSS
Arrange meetings- Reviews,
interim meetings-ed psych
meetings- liaise with parents
Attend meetings
Take minutes of meetings
Distribution of minutes
EYFM termly
Training set for Autumn
Term
Prepare for
PEP Meetings
Distribute information to
relevant parties
LAC Meetings
Prepare school information
to take to meetings
Pupil Premium CensusJanuary 2017
Time line up re PP
Action Plan- census, funding,
proposed spend, impact and
impact of PP interventions.

KB

KB

Helen Chadwick SEND
Officer
Relevant Advisory Teachers
Relevant statutory
assessment team

CL
Mrs Umer
CIOC
Social Worker
BwD personnel
LB (Target Tracker)

Constant updates of reviews,
reports, referrals.
New EHCPs requested and
applied for and in placeongoing
IPRA s reviewed

PP information on website
detailing how PP spent and
impact
2016/17

Mrs Umer

Updates from the statutory
assessment team
SENCO Cluster meetings

CL
Governors
Debra Mercer (SLE) advisory
teacher to come and
support/implement PP Plan

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)
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Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

Days

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)
Total cost

£

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

1.1 /1.2/1.3a)/1.3/1.4/1.5/1.6

1.1/1.2/1.3/1.4/1.5/1.6

1.1/1.2/1.3/1.4/1.5/1.6

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

1.1/1.2/1.3/1.3a/1.4/1.5/1.6

1.1/1.2/1.3/1.4/1.5/1.6

1.1/1.2/1.3/1.4/1.5/1.6
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – RTC – Yusra Arshad
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

To successfully launch and imbed the use of 1:1 iPads.

Measures of success
Required improvements:





Success evaluated by:

YA/CL/ Governors

Objectives

1.1

Staff using the iPads creatively and cross curricular.
Delivering CPD training sessions.
iPads embedded in KS2 1:1.

Action / tasks



Questionnaires
handed to parents
(children for Y3,4,5)




2nd meeting
Meeting with GBM,
Dean, Tom, Debra,
YA, CL, DS, DS
To discuss 1:1 iPad
from points of view
SLT, coordinators,
financial, ways
forward.



Lead person

YA

Other personnel

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET

Assess whether parents are
interested in the scheme.

Analyse feedback.

Vision, Way forward. What is
expected and finance
involved.

Notes.
Ensure GBM complete their 3
areas

GBM
DS
Ian
Tom
CL

Identify Apps required for
the use of 1:1

Feedback from conversation
from other Lead Teachers.

Bolton School Lead Teacher

YA

1.2





Visit The Bolton
School
Haslingden High
School
Discuss iPad usage,
challenges faced,
how resolved.
Collecting work and
feeding back-

YA/DS

Haslingden High Lead
Teacher
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IMPACT?




Servers- GBM.
School plan to look
at access points and
whether 180 plus
current iPads and
computers, teachers
computers will be
able to work
smoothly
Purchase iPads

1.3




Parent meeting
GBM deliver
introducing,
question and answer
session. E-safety.

In hall – 2.00pm –
3.00pm then 4.30pm
– 5.30pm.
Year 3, 4, 5 on
separate days.
Do we need to hold another
meeting
Yes/No






Meeting with Year
3/4/5 teachers to
discuss the use of
iPads on a 1:1. Use
Dean’s feedback on
how staff feel with
apps- Do they need
more CPD?
Send on training if
required.
Staff meeting.
Tom/GBM deliver
to discuss the use of
1:1, our vision,
where we are
heading. The impact.

GBM
YA/DS/CL/GBM

DS

Ensure our network system
can run smoothly with an
additional 180 iPads.

Quote for any additional
points.
Access points and internet
access monitored.

Graham Action plan as a
result of inspection around
the school building.
CL,DS,YA

Rachel Bretherton

In preparation for the 1:1
iPad

YA/DS

GBM

Introduce the scheme. The
aims and collection dates
and times.

iPads purchased ready for
launch.

GBM
(Tom)

Parent iPad agreement
signatures.

YA/DS

VKD,AM,MB,LM,LB,DM.

CPD development.
Ensuring all staff are up to
date and ready for the 1:1
teaching within class.

DS in classes feedback to YA

DS/YA

Feedback to governors.

Meetings for individual
teachers, choose a specific
topic. Class teacher and DS
deliver.
CPD development in line
with the 1:1 ipad scheme.
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(All staff already using but the
use of 1:1)
DECEMBER

Set date for iPad
launch.

Discuss with GBM.

iPad launch day for
parents.

Come in collect,
sign, set up.

In the hall.












CL, DS,YA, GBM
DS/YA

YA

YA

YA/ Class teachers

Introduce to class
the following day
with class teacher.
DS one year group
Yr 3, YA another
(Yr 4).
One of us Yr 5 after
break.
Set up, ensure
teachers are ok and
introduce Showbie.
E-safety talk.
Teachers plan and
deliver lessons
linked to safety.
Parent workshop
appropriate/inapprop
riate use and
consequences
Meet with the
teachers after
school- drop in. Any
concerns? Address.
Staff meet DS to
ensure all ok. Any
further CPD
required?

YA/DW

All parents have collected
with children and set up ID.
Staff are supported
CPD development. Staff can
become confident and
support in share findings in
Network meetings.

Invite governors.

GBM

Continue from meeting.
Make parents aware of e=safety and how to monitor
and support at home.

Monitor through signing
sheet and get feedback for
future sessions.

GBM ensuring network is
supported before the event.

Identify impact and ensure
all staff are meeting
objectives.

YA

Meeting

Class teachers
YA
DS
DW to support
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YA/



Drop in session for
parents, for views,
opinions?



Monitor- informal
meetings of sharing
good practise.
How did you send
out the piece of
work?
How do you
feedback, monitor?
Regular meetings
Staff feedback in
line with next
academic year.





DS/Wes GBM

YA/ class teachers in year
3/4/5

Develop further from parent
feedback.

YA

YA

Identify impact and ensure
all staff are meeting
objectives.

YA

Meeting

YA

DS

Identify strengths and impact
as well as next steps and
challenges faced.

YA

YA/DS/DW

Deliver CPD
training for Trainee
teachers through
TEAM Alliance

YA

YA/Team Alliance Training
school

Trainee teacher’s understand
objectives (computing) and
how to implement creativity
within classroom.

YA/CL

Team Alliance

Network meetings- to promote
the RTC

YA

DS/DW/JM

Share good practice and
knowledge of what other
schools are doing in order to
help, support and take ideas
for own school.

YA/CL

Lego UK
GBM

RTC iPad afternoons – Paid
events

YA

Lego UK DS/DW/JM/Lego
UK

Train delegates on particular
topic using the iPads.

YA/CL

Lego UK
GBM

IPad purchases on new iPads so
schools owns the VPP

DS/YA

DS

Apps required on
individual iPads to
ensure effective
learning can take place.

DS

Teacher Apps
Explain Everything - Purchased
KS2/Teacher Standard
Book Creator - £1.99
Green Screen - £1.14
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Pixelmator £1.99
Stop Motion Studio £1.99
Showbie - pre-paid
Totla £1,440
Free:
Google Apps
iMovie
Pages
Keynote
Numbers
Garageband
Tynker
Google earth
QR Reader

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

Days

School to School support

2 Days.
Network meetings 12 sessions
Paid events – 12 afternoons
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Supply

12 afternoons, 2 days, covered internally by DD.

Other (please specify)

Action plan from GBM regarding the server.
Total cost

£2,000

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Purchase of iPads
Purchase of VPP apps

iPads being imbedded by class teachers
CPD development
Parent workshops

Feedback from parents.
Parent workshops

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Teachers effectively using the iPads in all subjects

CPD development

Attainment raised in computing and cross curricular
Deployment of 1:1 ipads
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader Liam Noon – Collective Worship
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

To implement CW programmes to reflect the Christian distinctiveness of St Thomas

Measures of success
Required improvements:

New resources implemented and used
Christian distinctiveness embedded in all CW

Success evaluated by:
Church distitiveness ard gained

Objectives

To implement the
Roots & Fruits
resources

To develop the
Christian character
through the Anglican
traditions e.g. Lord’s
Prayer, trinity,
greetings, blessings,
lighting of the candle
etc

Action / tasks

Liam Noon and Carolyn Lord
to lead Key Stage worship for
the first half term. Then
consider staff to deliver.
Set up folder on staff shared
with activities relating to the
value. Template plan for class
worship. Staff meeting 11th
October 2016.
All worships including the
Lord’s Prayer, greetings,
blessings and all following the
same consistent format (handy
hints) e.g. beginning a new
term with a Value and the
JIGSAW theme.
Lisa Horobin to come in and
lead a worship around the
trinity to develop
understanding and knowledge
for staff and children.

Lead person

Liam Noon

Liam Noon

Other personnel

Carolyn Lord
Class Teachers

Carolyn Lord
Donna Simpson
Class teachers

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET
Lisa Horobin - senior advisor
to schools

Half termly monitoring with it
being fully embedded by the
end of
Summer 17

Liam Noon will monitor and
feedback to the worship
committee termly.

Autumn 16

Liam Noon will monitor and
feedback to the worship
committee termly.

Lisa Horobin - senior advisor
to schools – lead on the
Trinity.

Worship team to monitor and
evaluate Key Stage and class
practice.

Also booked for the
Christingle Service

Worship team to monitor and
evaluate Key Stage and class
practice.

Candles £10 x 14 = £140

Staff meeting 11th October
2016.
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To achieve the Church
Distinctiveness Award

The Distinctiveness Award is
currently begin redesigned,
therefore when I receive
confirmation the award is
achievable I will begin the
process.

Liam Noon

Carolyn Lord
Donna Simpson
Class teachers
Teaching Assistants

Summer 2018

Liam Noon monitor and review.
Discussions with CL and DS to
continue to move the school
forward. Briefing and updates
to be given to the worship
committee termly.

Support and resources
currently unknown

To create a
distinctiveness
committee

Liam Noon to speak to
governors and pupils regarding
the worship committee. The
committee will meet once
termly, were a review of
worship will be done and
discussions on how we can
continue to develop and move
worship on will take place.

Liam Noon

Carolyn Lord

Autumn 16

Minutes to be taken at
committee meetings. LN to act
upon actions from the
meetings and delegate
appropriately.

Organise an observation at a
school that currently has a
worship committee.

Class Teachers
TAs
Governors
Parents

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days
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Consultant

£

School to School support

N/A

Supply

N/A

Other (please specify)

Candles £140
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/SET-OF-3-FLAMELESS-CANDLES-REAL-WAX-NO-SMOKESMELL-BATTERY-OPERATEDFLICKERING/171976732785?_trksid=p2045573.c100505.m3226&_trkparms=aid%3D55
5014%26algo%3DPL.DEFAULT%26ao%3D1%26asc%3D38661%26meid%3D26d7d4ac9
55245408ada4de1244feaeb%26pid%3D100505%26rk%3D1%26rkt%3D1%26
Nativity set ??????
Advent candles 7 packs @ £2.99 = £21 x2
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Set-of-2-Christmas-Countdown-25cm-Advent-CandlesDP-Cream-or-White/252519126939?var=551419035566&hash=item3acb50179b:m:mMF7nngFc8Y5V_SD6v7QHA&_trksid=p2349526.m3874.l7936
Advent Wreath made in Sweden Nativity Scene - £16
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Next-Season-Designs-Metal-Figural-Advent-Wreathmade-in-Sweden-Nativity-Scene/262576763819?hash=item3d22cb73ab:g:QcEAAOSwawpXr5sM
Total cost

Approx £350

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Distinctiveness committee to be organised
Develop the Christian character throughout the school
Term 4

Term 3
Roots and Fruits to be embedded in KS worship

Term 5

Term 6
An area of the distinctiveness award to be achieved
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader - Art and Design Catherine Glynn

Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

To enhance children’s ability to communicate and reflect on their artwork and the work of others

Measures of success
Required improvements:

Children able to confidently use accurate vocabulary when reflecting on artwork

Success evaluated by:

Catherine Glynn

Objectives

1.1
To enhance children’s
ability to
communicate and
reflect on their
artwork and the work
of others

Action / tasks

To implement the use of

Lead
person

Other
personn
el

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET

CG

CG

Year 3 to be using art books - Sept 2016
Art books purchased – Sept 2016
Y2, 3, 4, 5 usage – Jan 2017
Sharing practice with other schools (link with Artsmark Award) Sept 2017

CG to evaluate and
reflect on process
SLT – book scrutiny

n/a

CG

CG
LD
PS

Links made with drama expectations – Dec 2016
Incorporate vocabulary into PVT sessions - Oct 2016
Links explored with speaking and listening expectations
Arts INSET – Jan 2017
Ongoing innovation and collaboration with Arts Team

Arts Team

Collaborative INSET with
Arts Team

reflective art books across
the school

To develop children’s
vocabulary to enable
reflection in the arts (Link to
Arts Mark)

Intended outcome and date objective will be completed

Person monitoring
and how objective
will be monitored
including
contribution by
governors
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To increase opportunities
for displaying children’s
achievements in art and
design

CG

To establish whole school
shared areas of art and
design exploration

CG

CG
DS
Arts
Team

Investigate links with Blackburn Museum and Art Gallery – Sept 2016
Introduce a Golden Artist of the Week – Sept 2016
Whole school participation in the Big Draw – Oct 2016
Class galleries to be established once a year - July 2017
A working art and design wall to be introduced – Dec 2016
Submitting work to National competitions – Jan 2017 onwards

CG to evaluate and
reflect on process

CG
Class
teachers

Shared theme 1 – link with music– Autumn 2 2016
Shared theme 2 – link with locality– Autumn Spring 2017
Shared theme 3 – link with cultures of the world– Summer 2 2017
Reflection – July 2017 – ongoing 2018

CG to evaluate and
reflect on process

Blackburn Museum and Art
Gallery

Feedback from
members of school
community and
external visitors

n/a

SLT - planning

To increase exposure to
public art and art
exhibitions (link with
Artsmark)

CG

CG
SLT
Class
teachers

Increase visits to art exhibitions across the school (at least 1 per Key Stage) –
July 2016
Establish links with local high schools – Jan 2017
Visits to schools and college art exhibitions – Summer 2 2017
All classes to visit one art and design exhibition a year - 2018

CG
Arts Governor

n/a

To develop children’s
digital art skills using
Pixelmator

CG

CG
DS
YA

Pixelmator skills included in whole school curriculum – Sept 2016
Pixelmator license for CG – Sept 2016
Child led training for external schools – May 2017
RTC training opportunity – Sept 2018

CG
DS

Dean Sillett and Technical
Team

To timetable ipads for art
and design

CG

CG, DS,
DW

Digital art included on the ipad timetable – Sept 2016

1.3
To develop a whole school art and design
curriculum with a clear focus on progressive skills in
drawing, painting and sculpture

CG

CG

Curriculum plan – Sept 2016
Developments ongoing
Curriculum support for external schools provided (link to Arts Mark) – Sept
2017

CG to evaluate and
reflect on process

n/a

1.4
To provide a broad
range of materials to

CG

CG

Audit introduced Sept 2016 – completed Oct 206
Process repeated – Sept 2017

CG to evaluate

n/a

1.2
To embed digital
art and design
within the art
and design
curriculum

To complete an audit of art
and design materials in
school
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support high quality
art and design

1.5
To digitalise
assessment of art and
design

To purchase a range of
drawing materials – grades
of pencil, chalk and oil
pastels, watercolour and
block paints

CG

CG
Class
teachers

Materials purchased – Sept 2016 (See costings below) Process repeated – Sept
2017

CG to monitor and
evaluate stock levels

n/a

To create well organised
and easily accessible
storage areas for art and
design

CG

CG

Differentiate between art and DT resources Sept 2016
Clearly defined resource areas Dec 2016

CG
VKD

n/a

To maintain a subscription
to SAMS

CG

CG

Annual subscription renewed as appropriate

n/a

n/a

To track children’s progress
using Target Tracker

CG

CG
LB

Drawing and Digital Media Dec 2016
Painting – Apr 2017
Sculpture – July 2017

Review and reflect with
LB

n/a

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)
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Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

£ twilight

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)

£1085 (16-17) Projected consumables for (17-18) £765
Total cost £1085 (16-17) Projected consumables for (17-18) £765

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

To enhance children’s ability to communicate and
reflect on their artwork and the work of others

Art books introduced Year 3
Collaboration with drama professional
Links made with S+L curriculum
Big Draw participation

Art books introduced KS2
Arts INSET
Art exhibition visits
National competition entries

Art books introduced KS1
Art exhibition visits
High school and college art department visits

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Art exhibition visits – National significance

Art book practice shared with other schools

Arts Mark awarded
All classes visited an art exhibition
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – Library – Amina Matlub
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

Raising attainment in reading

Measures of success
Required improvements:

Pupils

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1 Raising
attainment in
reading

SLT/ AM

Action / tasks

Lead person

Allocated time slots for
all children to use the
library during and after
school

A Matlub

Reading activities in the
library as planned by
the class teachers

A Matlub

Other personnel

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

Library support- A.
Phaplonker

Timetable completion19.09.16

TAs- KH, MR, PW, SP, SY, DD,

Running of library- 26.09.16

Class teachers
SM, DW, CM, AA, GW, ADP,
LK, DB, VD, LM, MB, LK, DM,
CD, YA

-Children developing
inference skills (continued
through the year)

TAs- KH, MR, PW, SP, SY, DD,

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET

C Lord
D Simpson
I Umer
A Matlub
A Matlub

-Children to independently
use Junior librarian to write
and record book reviews-
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01.12.17

1.2 Parent
involvement

1.3 Be involved in
whole school
reading events

After school access to
the library

A Matlub

A Phaplonker

Children to develop a love
for reading. Running of after
school library due 26.09.16

C Lord
A Matlub
I Umer

Parent workshops
(Year 5 and 6)supporting reading and
comprehension at
home

A Matlub

A Matlub

A Matlub
C Dootson
Y Arshad
L Butterworth
D Metcalfe

Parents given
opportunities to engage
in reading to their child
and the class
throughout the year.

A Matlub

All class teachers
SM, DW, CM, AA, GW, ADP,
LK, DB, VD, LM, MB, LK, DM,
CD, YA

-Parents to access the library
and recognise the
importance of reading
-Develop an understanding
of ways to support reading
and comprehension out of
class. 21.07.17
-Children to develop a love
for reading through parent
involvement
Spring and Summer term
January 2017
May 2017

A Matlub

All class teachers
SM, DW, CM, AA, GW, ADP,
LK, DB, VD, LM, MB, LK, DM,
CD, YA

D.E.A.R (Drop Everything and
Read) 21.07.17

C Lord
D Simpson
A Matlub

Access to various reading
challenges and activities

Class teachers
CD, YA, LB, DM

A Matlub

Reading Champions
(National Literacy Trust)21.07.18
Premier League Reading
Stars- 21.07.18

Enter reading competitions –
children to have access to
many reading opportunities.
These may include (across 2
years)
-Roald Dahl Day
-World Book day
-World Story telling Da
-National Share a story

Entry into Read for my
school 2017- aiming for
National Whole school
Reading Culture Award- to
be entered April 2017 and
reviewed April 2018

A Matlub

Entry into the Guardian
Children’s Fiction Prize-
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Month
-National Book Trust Week
-Parent’s week
-Children’s book week
-National Schools Film Week
-Black History Month
-National Non-fiction
Day
Christmas 100 Book
Challenge (Children’s trust)

March 2017 entries
SLA Inspiration Award- entry
10.02.17
Young Writers Award of
Excellence- entry 22.10.16
A Matlub

A Phaplonker

Each age/stage will read
upto 50 selected books to
develop a love for lReading
(6 weeks) . KS2 will be
expected to write blurbs. –
review February 2017

A Matlub

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

Days

School to School support

Days
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Supply

Days

Other (please specify)

100 book challenge- £327.44
National literacy strategy website access- £90
Total cost

£417.44

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Raising attainment in reading

Parent involvement

Whole school reading

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Raising attainment in reading

Parent involvement

Whole school reading

Subject Leader Action Plan For: EYFS 16/17

Aim: embed key features from ABC courses (as listed below )

Key Objectives

Leadership

Support

Resources

Success Criteria / milestones

Completion Date

To implement a skills based approach
to the EYFS classrooms:Sand
Water
Malleable
Creative
Construction Area
Cutting

DW in conjunction with
SLE leaders in LEA

EYFS staff

Time to meet with SLE and
EYFS practitioners

To have set date(s) for meeting with
SLE’
Summer 2 14th July 2016

Begin in Summer 2 2016
first meeting.

To use Target Tracker as our
electronic learning journey from
September.
(dependent on the app being ready)

LB as assessment coordinator

OR ‘Tapestry’

In place by October as a
back up plan IF target
tracker is not up and

Date set for AT1
To have levelled skills provision for
stated areas. Displayed in the
classrooms in correct areas.
DW
LB
CM
SMcC

App ready on ipads

EYFS practitioners to have iPad with
app on and creating e learning
journeys.
To begin uploading pics on target
tracker to match Development Matters

Sand and Water Autumn
Term 1
Rest of areas to follow by
AT 2

September AT1 to be using
it at this point

Cost of Tapestry £141.00 (annually)
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running.

To carry out the NFER baseline in
the first 6 weeks of the new term,

DW

EYFS team
SLT

£185.00

To have the baseline completed within
6 week period

End Autumn 1

Data presented to SLT by end of AT1

To have the Reception and Nursery’s
climbing frame inspected by
‘playdale’ as part of its annual
maintenance.

DW
With CL

playdale

Any monies to implement
recommended maintenance

To have the up to date inspection
booklet and any ‘jobs’ completed

Autumn 2

To embed the ‘funky fingers’
programme in EYFS to raise
attainment of children attaining ELG
in PD.

DW

CM EH
SMcC MS KW JS

Gater grabber tweezers 12
for £9.83 x2
Squeezy tweezers £9.72 x2
Amazon pompoms
(creation station) £1.36 x6
Tear drop scissors set for
CM and DW 30 for £18.90

To have a progressive skills plans in
place from September.

To order resources Summer
2 2016 or Autumn Term 1
2016

(bakerross.co.uk)
Beads Craft planet
wooden beads (100)
£3.00 x 3

to maintain current ELG attainment in
PD moving and handling 83%
to have HAP chn making vowel
digraph joins from Spring 2.
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To launch ‘Helicopter Stories’ across
EYFS in response to the course DW
and CM attended in June 2016.

DW
CM
SMcC

EYFS team
Mr Simpson
EYFS team

DW to train up S McC and
to begin scribing stories in
September

At least once a week!
To raise attainment in creative
attainment
To be reflected in end of year data
and attainment.

‘Helicopter stories’
Links with the Arts Mark
with DB and CG

Target Assessment and CP grids to be DW and EYFS team
adopted to target 4 children across
the week in reception.

LB Assessment co-ord
1-1 support staff

A4 paper and post it notes
pc assessment sheets

Stories annotated to show progress
over the YEAR to be created as a
laminated book.
To have higher % of children attaining
ELG in July 16

Tracking of data through target tracker
showing children on target for ELG at Data to be tracked and
end of year.
compared with previous
65% + to attaing ELG in EAD 2107
attainment

AT 1 to bring to TLR meetings
completed examples showing progress
of children targeted.
EYFS team to have a folder for
assessment targeted children.

To meet the needs of levelled
provision in construction area to
purchase more technical resources to
extending and create movements
within models.

DW

EYFS team

resources as listed in next
column

Two stories scribed and put
into the assessment folder
and inputted on ‘Target
Tracker’ by December 2016
2x Easter 2017
X2 summer 2017

Current audit showed gaps for
children with higher level ability.
resources
flexible playsticks £18.85
mobilo £41.55
vehicle set £69.95
colour photocopy x10 mobilo work
cards £1.00
wooden hollow blocks TTS £164.95

chn targeted in AT 1 and
continued throughout the
year on an ongoing basis.
To be moderated once per
½ term, moderation
findings written up and out
into TLR folder.
resources ordered AT1
(if monies are allocated)

Assessment
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Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring Strategy

Date

School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016 – TLR Y1,2 and 3

Evaluation

Date Reported to Governors

Laura Kelly

Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

To observe each other within the TLR team.

Measures of success
Required improvements:

Support each other with observing good practice especially within talk 4 writing, Inspire maths, guided reading and phonics.

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

Action / tasks

Lead person

Other personnel

Intended outcome and date
objective will be completed

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by
governors

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school
support
CPD / INSET
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1.1
To observe and share
good practice of each
other within the TLR
team.

To share good practice within
the team. Observing colleagues
teach: Guided reading, Talk 4
writing, inspire maths and
phonics. To ensure continuity &
progression.

Laura Kelly

Donna Briggs – phonics leader,
Carley Dootson – Talk 4
Writing leader,
Lissah Morton – Reading
leader.
Judith Myhill –Inspire maths
leader.

1.2
To achieve above
national average in
phonics within the TLR.

Working closely with the
phonics leader to ensure good
practice is maintained.
Phonics screening
Evaluation sheets
Lesson plans
Observing
Tracking – Teachers
assessments.

Laura Kelly

Donna Briggs – phonics leader.
KS1 staff and Y3 teachers.

Laura Kelly

Meet with Carley Dootson to
organise staffing for readers for
maths and grammar papers.
Dates entered into the school
diary for KS1 SATs. Deadlines
adhered to.
Meet with new staff where
necessary to go over the
expectations of readers during
tests.
Monitor intervention groups,
1.4
track pupil premium children.
To work closely with the
What impact are groups
SENCO.
having on the children?
1.3
Organisation for all
procedural practices
regarding KS1 SATs. &
KS2 tests. (Y3)

1.5
To share key messages
and keep continuity
across the team.

Fortnightly meetings with
teachers and TA’s /Support
staff
where
appropriate.
Messages from SLT
Check in with any concerns.
Discuss good practice.
Updates on Target Tracker.
Refer to the SDP to address
points.

Gillian Walker and Anna De Piano
new to the year group and TLR
team – share what works well in
other classes. Confidence gained for
all TLR members. Looking for the
internal consistencies across the year
groups.
Observations carried out in the
Autumn, Spring and Summer
terms.1/2 hour -1 hour slots.
Continue to achieve above national
average in the phonics screening
check at the end of year one. The
same high standards across the TLR.
Plug any gaps within Y2 and Y3
with fast track phonics.
Monitored each term Dec, April and
June and within SLT.

Laura Kelly.
Staff give feedback to each
other and this impacts on
their own teaching and
classroom management.

Carley Dootson
Laura Butterworth
Y3 and KS1 staff.

Discuss with Laura Butterworth
when testing will take place. Dec,
March, May, June.

Laura Kelly
Timetable of staffing for
readers shared with staff
where necessary. Children
have readers for questions in
the maths reasoning paper
and grammar papers.

Laura Kelly

Karen Bunning

Laura Kelly
Karen Bunning
Year 1,2,3 staff.
Termly meetings throughout
the year: Dec, March, June.

Laura Kelly

TLR team 1,2,3.

Look at the children within my team
who are on Karen Bunnings radar.
Let teachers know these children and
monitor within the classroom. Ask
teachers on the impact from any
intervention groups – what is
working well, what maybe isn’t?
First discussion Autumn term – Sept
2016.
Meet termly with teachers and KB
for updates.
Meetings will take place to discuss
important information and air any
concerns that need to go back to
SLT. This will happen on a
fortnightly basis across each term
and when necessary support staff
invited along too.

Internal supply needed
when observations take
place.

Laura Kelly, Donna Briggs
and SLT.
Plans monitored termly.
Lesson observations within
team carried out. Children
will do mock screen testing
December, April and June.

Laura Kelly
An agenda emailed out to
staff and notes taken.
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Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

Days

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)
Total cost

£

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3
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Meet with SENO to share LO, discuss key children
within TLR group.

Observations across the team for at least one lesson.

Monitor phonics across the TLR with Donna Briggs.

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Meet with team to discuss further observations.

Discuss what the impact has been on observing each
other, do we need more?
Look at TLR 4,5,6 – can we observe good practise in a
different phase? What are teacher assessments looking
like?

Re-evaluate the plan and put new LO’s in place with the
team involved.

School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – TLR 4, 5 and 6. Carley Dootson
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority

To improve teaching and learning across the 4, 5, 6 phase.

Measures of success
Required improvements:

Success evaluated by:

Objectives





KS2 SATs writing results to maintain at 95%
Internal data to show a rise in all classes from % of children at expected from academic year 15/16 – 16/17
KS2 reading results to be in line with national average or better

CD

Action / tasks

Lead
person

Other personnel

Intended outcome and date objective will be
completed

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by
governors

External support /
monitoring
including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school
support
CPD / INSET
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1.6 To improve
teachers’
abilities to
teach
reading well.
1.7 To narrow
the gap for
those
children not
reaching the
expected
standard in
reading
1.8 To ensure
end of KS2
results are in
line with
national
average or
better.
2.
To ensure
internal
consistencies are
adhered to across
the phase.










o
o

o

o
o

3.
To deploy
support staff
effectively across
the phase

o
o

o

o

At least 1 staff member from years 4, 5
and 6 to visit The Redeemer to
observe outstanding practise in the
teaching of reading (specifically
comprehension)
Staff members not on the visit to
observe year group partners teaching
comprehension
Staff to continually observe CD/LM/DS
as part of internal CPD
Teachers to implement the new
‘Cracking Comprehension’ scheme
1hr slot identified on class timetables
DS/CD/LM as English team leaders to
carry out lesson observations

CD

Ensure staff have access to the internal
consistencies handbook.
Refer to the handbook/policy
throughout meetings across the year
to make sure key practices/policies are
followed.
Relay changes/key messages from SLT
in fortnightly meetings (inc. support
staff when needed)
Encourage self and peer-to-peer
monitoring
Ensure there are opportunities for
teachers to observe ‘policy in action’
across the school where/when needed

CD and
SLT

CD to ensure break times are
adequately staffed
CD to ensure that Golden Time
activities are staff to keep the school
behaviour policy system in place
CD to timetable staff for reading
activities across the phase (guided
reading, library time, home readers,
interventions eg. PTV, Better Readers)
CD to timetable support staff during
assessment weeks to ensure children

CD

Support lead (CD,
LM and DS)
Staff at The
Redeemeer

DS
LB (data)
Class teachers across
the phase
Support staff

DS
CL
KB
VB/PW
All teaching staff
All support staff

Intended Outcome

Staff increased confidence in the
teaching of key comprehension skills

Children’s reading attainment to
increase comparative to previous year
Termly milestones

Link made with The Redeemer
(Summer 2)

Scheme arrived in school (Autumn 1)

Staff have completed observations at
The Redeemer (Autumn)

Staff meeting (Autumn)

Peer-to-peer observations (spring)

Monitor impact and adapt practise
accordingly (spring)

CD monitoring. Will
ensure identified actions
are carried out and liaise
with DS as part of
performance
management.

Intended outcomes

Ensure high standards for
teaching and learning are
maintained across the phase

Ensure consistency in practises
and approaches across the
phase
Termly Milestones

Internal consistencies
handbook on staff ipads/hard
copies for support staff

Fortnightly TLR meetings take
place

Intended Outcomes

Children are supported in
their learning

Ensure teachers have support
at crucial points during the
day/week/year

Keeps the behaviour policy
meaningful to the children
and reward them for following
the golden rules

Ensure no time is ‘lost’ and

Emma Caulfield
Staff from The
Redeemer Primary
School
Supply cover to allow
staff to visit

No external support
required

DS will monitor CD as part
of performance
management

No external support
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o

o
o

1.5
To ensure KS2
SAT tests are
organised in line
with national
procedural
practises.
(including
writing
moderation)

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

can have questions read to them.
CD to liaise with staff across the phase
so that teachers and support staff
know their timetables/routines
Ensure trips are adequately staffed
(local and further away)
Work with KB to ensure SEN children
and their needs are catered for with
regards to staff.
Work with LB and the NCTA tools
yearly timeline/planner
Ensure pupils are correctly entered for
the appropriate tests
Apply for access arrangements (if
needed)
Ensure pupil data held by NCTA tools is
correct
Ensure classroom environments are
appropriate for test conditions
Submit teacher assessment
Pack SATs tests for marking in
accordance with national guidelines
Ensure classes are appropriately staffed
with readers. (where needed)
Ensure pupils are disapplied (where
needed)
Liaise with moderators and book
moderation dates (if selected)

that staff are used to
maximise learning potential
Termly Milestones

Rotas and timetables

Assessment week timetables
completed (End of each term)

Reviews (half termly)

LB
CD
YA

Support staff
DS
CL

Intended Outcomes

SATs tests are ordered and
delivered correctly
Termly Milestones

Download wall planner
(summer 2016 for next
academic year)

Alert parents of key dates for
tests (autumn 1)

Details check (spring)

SATs papers ordered (spring)

Access arrangements open
and completed (spring)

Test papers arrive in school
(Spring)

Tests administer (summer 1)

Tests correctly packaged and
returned (summer 1)

English team monitoring
through lesson
observations – staff will
receive individual
feedback.

External moderators (if
needed)

LB/CD/DS to monitor
impact of scheme upon
assessment (Via steps and
statements)

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)
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Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

Days

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)
Total cost

£

Timeline Expected Outcome
Summer 2016 (pre work)





Link made with The Redeemer (Summer
2)
Ordered reading scheme
Wall planner downloaded for upcoming
assessment dates from NCTA tools
Link made with Talk For Writing school

Term 1 Autumn 2016






Scheme arrived in school (Autumn 1)
Staff meeting (Cracking Comprehension)
Internal consistencies book out to staff
Fortnightly TLR meetings
Support staff timetabling

Term 2 spring 2017








Term 4 Autumn 2017





Fortnightly TLR meetings
Ensure wall planner for NCA tools is
downloaded, share with assessment staff
Support staff timetabling
Staff observations to be planned on focus
area

Staff have completed observations at The
Redeemer
Staff have complete peer-to-peer
observations
Impact of reading scheme monitored
Fortnightly TLR meetings
Details check for SATs
application for access arrangements (if
needed)
Support staff timetabling

Term 5 Spring 2018







Fortnightly TLR meetings
SATs details check
Ordering of test papers
Applications for access arrangements (if
needed)
Support staff timetabling
Observations (peer-to-peer and external)

Term 3 Summer 2017







Fortnightly TLR meetings
Monitor impact of cracking
comprehension on reading results and
evaluate
Identify next target area for upcoming
academic year and begin to implement
new plan
Support staff timetabling

Term 6 Summer 2018




Fortnightly TLR meetings
Support staff timetabling
Identify focus area for next academic
year
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to have taken place

School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader - Science M Bethell/ D Metcalfe
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

To achieve the PSQM award

Measures of success
Required improvements:

To gain the bronze/silver award by summer 2017 silver/gold summer 2018

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1
To sign up for the
PSQM (Primary
Science Quality
Mark) award
scheme.

M Bethell/D Metcalfe

Action / tasks

To join the scheme and
start CPD identifying
key areas of science
teaching and provision
to be targeted for
improvement to achieve

Lead person

MB

Other personnel

Phase leaders – CD LK
DS
CL
All teachers

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed
Sign up to be completed by
September 2016

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors
MB

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET
PSQM hub leader
MB/DM/DE Science
Governor (Elect)
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Bronze, Silver and gold
awards.
£750 (including 2 CPD
days)

Bronze award Summer 2017
MB/DM to identify key areas
for development within the
Bronze award objectives to
improve teaching and
learning across KS1 and KS2.
Silver/gold award Summer
2018

1.2
To establish
assessment criteria
across school.

To train staff, during a staff
meeting, on how to develop
assessment in science using
pre and post unit teacher
assessment.

MB/DM

1.3

MB/DM to run science club
through the year conducting
science experiments and
challenges. Resources to be
covered by a science club
budget of £200. Out of
school trip/competition to
UCLAN

MB/DM

MB to work in conjunction
with the science learning
network to create a bespoke
training session based on
working scientifically and
recording work. £500

MB

To provide
resources for
science after school
club

1.4
To provide teachers
with CPD for
working
scientifically.

CL/DS

DM

MB/DM to identify key areas
for development within the
Silver award objectives to
improve teaching and
learning across KS1 and KS2.

PSQM hub leader
MB/DM

PSQM hub leader
MB/DM

Teachers to understand the
requirements of assessing
science and showing this in
pupils books. September
2016

MB/DM to monitor books to
make sure that pre and post
unit assessment is taking
place.

MB/DM/ DE

Children to have good
quality resources to conduct
science experiments working
scientifically to answer
questions or challenges.
Ongoing.
Trip to UCLAN March 2017

MB/DM to choose activities
linked to science

MB/DM

Teachers to gain confidence
in planning and delivering
practical science lessons and
recording the work that they
have done. Dec 2016

MB/DM to monitor plans
and books to assess if
working scientifically and
recording are improving
across school.

MB/DM/ DE
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1.5
To make links to
local high school
science
departments.

1.6
To have a science
week in school in
accordance with
the national science
week.

To create links with local
high schools to provide
scientific experiences for our
pupils.

DM/MB

DE

Children to experience a
variety of science
experiences that can’t be
reproduced in primary
school. Ongoing

MB/DM to make links and
make enquiries about future
CPD to be delivered by
science teachers to the
St.Thomas staff.

MB/DM/

To arrange a science trip to a
local high school during
science week to experience
science in action. DM

DM

MB

Children to experience a
variety of science
experiences that can’t be
reproduced in primary
school. Ongoing

MB/DM to make and
continue links with the High
schools.

MB/DM/

MB/DM to organise science
activities and challenges for
children to participate in all
week. Local scientific
community to be invited in
or visited. £1000

MB/DM

DS/CL/All teachers/science
governor.

Children to experience a
number of science activities
to lead to greater scientific
learning and interest. March
2016

MB/DM to organise and
monitor the events of the
week providing support to
teachers where necessary
and contacting local science
professionals.

MB/DM/ DE

MB/DM

All teachers

MB/DM to identify resources
that require replacement.
Plans to be monitored for
working scientifically by
MB/DM.

MB/DM

MB/DM

All teachers

Higher attainment in
working scientifically and
understanding the processes
of science through hands on
involvement. Resource audit
September ordered by end
of September 2016.
Higher attainment in
working scientifically and
understanding the processes
of science through hands on
involvement. Ongoing

Teachers to identify what
they require to improve
working scientifically skills
and experiences.

MB/DM

1.7
To replenish
science resources:

To provide
adequate resources
to fund practical
science lessons and
provide the wow
factor.

To replenish science
resources. £200

Consumables £100 per Key
Stage on gift cards or a
budget to buy resources for
practical science
investigations through the
year, i.e. food dyes, balloons,
plastic cups, food items.
Total £200

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

87

RAG against
overall key
priority (by
Governors)
Impact of
external
support (by
Governors)
Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

£

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)

scheme £
Total cost

£2850

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

To achieve the PSQM award
.

Attend the PSQM training 18th September.
Identify areas of weakness to be developed
across school, inform staff of goals and
objectives.

MB/DM to continue working on specific
areas of science provision to gather evidence
for PSQM assessment.

MB/DM to continue working on specific
areas of science provision to gather evidence
for PSQM assessment.

To have assessment criteria and process
established across all year groups.

Inform staff of the assessment process and
what evidence is expected in books with
examples to show how. Set expectations for
December

MB/DM to collect books in December to
monitor assessment.

Feedback to staff and highlight any changes
that are required. Set expectations for Easter.

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

MB/DM to continue working on specific
areas of science provision to gather evidence
for PSQM assessment.

MB/DM to continue working on specific
areas of science provision to gather evidence
for PSQM assessment.

MB/DM to continue working on specific
areas of science provision to gather evidence
for PSQM assessment.
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Collect books at Easter to monitor.

Feedback on books highlighting any changes.

Collect books for end of year monitoring.

School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader - COMPUTING - D Welsby
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

To embed a new computing scheme, linked to topics to ensure full coverage of the curriculum across school.

Measures of success
Required improvements:

New scheme to be in place and year group objectives met.

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1
To purchase the
Rising Stars
Computing scheme.
£1200
(including teachers
books)

D Welsby

Action / tasks

To purchase the scheme
and roll it out within
school from September.
‘Switch on Computing’

Lead person

DW

Other personnel

Phase leaders – CD LK
Dean S
DS
YA

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed
Teachers to be using the
scheme from September.
Software purchased
necessary to run the scheme
for September.

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors
DW to monitor plans every
½ term.
To liaise with DS folders for
chn on server to look at
examples of children’s work.

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET
Staff meeting time to
introduce the new scheme.
drop in sessions with DW
and Dean S

To team teach elements of
new scheme in target areas
in school.
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To have a cross
platform learning
environment that allows
assessment,
collaboration and pupil
digital content
management. This will
support all subjects and
be a major part of the
iPad 1:1 scheme.
1.2
To purchase ‘sphero’
balls to further
develop attainment
in computer science.

1.3
To develop strong
cross curricular links
with computing,
Maths, history and
Geography.

1.4
to purchase new
software to run
Phillips TV’s in the
classroom

DW

Dean S
DS
YA

DW to moderate assessment
grids across school every ½
term.

DW
Monitoring available as DW
and DS will be added as
Teachers to all virtual classes.

DS
Dean

Higher attainment in
computer due to assessed
needs of the children from
current outcomes

DW to team teach
monitor planning /
assessments
pupil voice

Dean

technical support team

To have ‘Showbie’ in place as
a central store for children’s
work. £650.00

Dean
To purchase Spheros (15) @
£1,050

DW
upper KS 2

To develop a working
party linked to spheros

Dean
DW

Years 5 and 6
CD, YA
LB, DM

Projects to be launched in
line with computing
curriculum linked to
computer science.

Dean and Working party to
feedback to DW after each
project.

Year 3 to take part in a
project linked to History
‘Egyptians’ using the
minecraft App

Dean
DW

Year 3 teachers
AM VKD

Year 3 to block out their
history and to create a
pyramid landscape based on
historical facts.

Plans monitored during
project.

Year 4 to take part in a
project linked to
Geography ‘Mayans’
minecraft app £150£200

Dean
DW

To consider the
purchase of ‘Prowise’

DW
CL

Year 4 teachers
LM MB

GMB team

Year 4 to block out their
history and to create a
Mayan Village based on
historical facts.

DW to sign up to prowise in
September to see how the
software works.

technical support team

Dean
technical support team

liaison with teaching partner
sp that they can roll out the
project in their class after
initial support from Dean

Dean
technical support team

by September to have a
demo booked with SLT and
computing team.

Wes from GMB
links with other school in
Rochdale (deputy head)

onset cost of £25
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1.5
To buy apps to
further develop all
areas of the
curriculum through
ipads

1.6
to buy consumables
to maintain
computing supplies
and working of day
to day equipment

1.7

to purchase apps:
Graphic
design

Key stage 1
Art

EYFS topic
seasons

Koding
additional licenses for
current apps in school
£1000
To purchase
rechargeable batteries
to power the wireless
keyboards and mouse.
Price range on Amazon
between
£4 and £7
(20 batteries )
To maintain
subscription to
Education City as part
of EYFS computing

DW

DW

DW

Dean
class teachers

GMB

EYFS team

App purchased to assist in
the work of the Arts mark
both at KS1 and 2 levels.
koding support apps to
develop computer science
theme of computing
curriculum
Weather/Seasons app to
further increase attainment
of ELG in UW

DW
CG / DB
Dean

all wireless technology up
and running when needed

DW
Technical support team
CL

EYFS lead governor

technical support team

Annual subscription
£500 per year

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)
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Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

£350.00 twilight

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)

scheme £1200

cost of support from Rising Stars (if needed)

Total cost

£6315

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

To purchase the Rising Stars scheme

Intro of new scheme in a staff meeting.
topics covered as dictated across school
Assessment of children completed.
moderated by DW each ½ term

topics covered as dictated across school
assessment of children completed

topics covered as dictated across school
assessment of children completed

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

topics covered as dictated across school
assessment of children completed

topics covered as dictated across school
assessment of children completed

topics covered as dictated across school
assessment of children completed

New scheme in place, lesson plans adopted from
scheme.
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – GEOGRAPHY – Charlotte Metters
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1
Measures of success
Required improvements:

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

To improve attainment in geography

Adequate coverage of topics
Met their required standard
Children will articulate their enjoyment of geography
Good quality planning
AAAA

Action / tasks

Lead
person

Other personnel

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET
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1.1
To update the
geography policy
and subject vision.

To rewrite the current policy and vision for
geography and share with SLT, governors.

CM

1.2
Rewrite the long
term plan

Meet with DS 14/7/16 to rewrite the long term
plan and allocate topics.
Share it with teachers.
Upload it to the website.

CM

1.3
Audit resources

Check what resources each class has and what
is missing.
Order new scheme for geography.(£895)

CM

DS

Policy completed by
December 2016

CM to meet and discuss with
DS.

DS

14/7/16

DS

Staff to be aware of each
topic to be taught each term.
Updated long term plan in
staff shared.
1/12/16

CM to meet with DS
CM to meet with each
teacher to discuss long term
plan and topics.

CM

1/9/17

Middle leader network
meetings.

CL to monitor.
CM to ask teachers to ensure
all resources needed to teach
each topic are available.

List of resources and where
they are stored.
1.4 Establish
assessment criteria

Use target tracker to develop assessment
criteria for each topic.
Share with staff.
Monitor each term.

CM

1.5
Develop the role of
subject leader

Identify appropriate CPD for developing the
role of subject leader. Attend training. Look for
networks to liaise with other subject leaders.

CM

1.6
Monitor geography
books

Monitor standards of work completed by
children in each year group, to ensure quality
teaching and learning.

CM

LB
31/3/17

DS

DS

Staff will be aware of how to
assess in geography.
Assessments will be
completed termly.
30/9/16
CM will gain further
knowledge of the role of
geography leadership in
order to ensure effectiveness.
1st audit – July 16
(completed)
2nd audit – Dec 16
3rd audit – April 17
4th audit – July 17
5th audit – Dec 17
6th audit – April 18
7th audit – July 18

CM to meet with LB to
discuss target tracker/
alternative assessment
format

DS to book course

Course – Lancashire
(email send to DS specifying
which course)

CM to monitor and
photocopy examples of
work. Feedback to SLT/
teachers and share areas for
improvement/targeting.

Evidence in books to show
that geography outcomes
are linked to national
curriculum.
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1.7
Monitor geography
plans

Ensure quality planning to meet the needs of
all pupils. Does it meet the objectives from the
national curriculum? Are the plans well
evaluated with next steps?

CM

1.8
Pupil voice

Interview groups of children from each year
group to assess engagement and enjoyment of
the subject.

CM

To suggest trips/ visits linked to the geography
curriculum for each year group.

CM

1.9
Geography trips

DS

Termly

DS

Plans will show high quality
teaching and learning within
geography, areas of concern
will be highlighted and
actioned.
Termly

DS

This will impact future
planning in geography to
ensure high levels of
engagement and interest.
July 17
Trips will stimulate learning
and engagement in subject –
impacting on attainment.

2.0
Staff questionnaire

2.1
Observations of
geography sessions

To identify any concerns staff may have in
regards to the planning and teaching of the
geography curriculum. Identify strengths and
weaknesses. Areas for CPD.

CM

Observe geography lessons to ensure quality
teaching and learning and monitor
effectiveness. Resources being used, levels of
engagement, outcomes.

CM

DS

July 18
Impact future CPD for staff.
Staff will be further
supported in subject area.

DS

July 18
Lesson observations will
identify strengths and
weaknesses.

As above

Notes/ questionnaires to be
filed in subject folder –
actions to be taken and
feedback to SLT/ staff where
required.
CM to identify and research
low costing trips/ visits which
link to curriculum objectives
for each year group. Meet
with year groups and
support staff in planning
trips. CM to log any
geography trips and
feedback from trips in folder.
Completed questionnaires in
file. Actions to be taken to
ensure staff are well
supported and needs are
met. Meet with CL to
recommend CPD for staff.
Provide further drop in
sessions for staff.
CM to organise observations
with each year group.
Feedback and support to be
given where needed. Area
for future development.
Observations to be recorded
and filed.

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)
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Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

Days

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)

Geography scheme – to be confirmed
‘New to Geography coordinator’ course (DS)
Total cost

£

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Audit completed

Assessment

Negotiate Trips

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Pupil voice

Plans monitored (termly)

Lesson observations
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader: Religious Education - Asima Ayub
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1
Measures of success
Required improvements:

To improve attainment in RE

Excellent coverage of RE Curriculum based on the RE Syllabus from the Blackburn Diocese
Inclusion of other world faiths
Children will articulate their enjoyment of RE
High quality planning
Assessment tasks for each term
Scrap books/ floor books
Quality visits and visitors

Success evaluated by:
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Objectives

Action / tasks

Lead
person

Other personnel

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

1.1
To update the RE
Subject file.





Update and file action plan
Update subject vision
Update long term plan

AA

DS

Policy completed by
December 2016
Updates to continue half
termly

1.2
Purchase scrap books
and A3 coloured
card







Order books from YPO 2016
A3 Card Cover Scrapbooks
Pg 23 Order number: 112100
£27.25
A3 coloured card to supplement
scrapbooks
Pg 26. Order number: 111856
£5.60 x 7 = £39.20
Total cost= £66.45
Booked staff meeting 18/10/16
Contacted Mrs Kennedy from St
Francis via email to support the staff
meeting
Introduce scrap books for each class
Display RE Scrap books from St
Francis (and LK year 2 fab
scrapbook)
Select ONE key assessment
opportunity for each unit for each
year group
Create tasks in folder within Google
drive and create links with staff

AA

DS

September 2016
Ready for dissemination staff
meeting

AA

DS

October 2016

AA

LB

31/3/17

Identify appropriate CPD for developing the
role of subject leader. Attend training. Look for
networks to liaise with other subject leaders.

AA

1.3
Staff meeting










1.4
Establish
assessment of
RE
1.5
Develop the
role of subject
leader





Staff will be aware of how to
assess in RE. Assessments will
be completed termly.

DS

30/9/16
AA will gain further
knowledge of the role of RE
leadership in order to ensure
effectiveness.

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET

RE Leader from St Francis

AA to meet with LB to
discuss target alternative
assessment format for RE.
Contact Lisa Horobin and
meet to discuss RE
assessment format or St
Thomas’
Attend RE cluster meetings
when they are available after
school.

Lisa Horobin from the
Diocese

Termly RE Cluster meetings
at The Redeemer
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AA

1.7
Monitor RE
plans

Monitor standards of work
completed by children in each year
group, to ensure quality teaching
and learning.

“Show & Tell” floor books each half
term to a member of
SMT/Governor?

Y1- autumn 1 (DS)

Y2-autumn 2 (LN)

Y3-Spring 1 (CL)

Y4-Spring 2 (Governor)

Y5-Summer 1 (LN)

Y6-Summer 2 (CL)

Put evidence in Google Drive

Feedback to staff
Ensure quality planning to meet the needs of
all pupils. Does it meet the objectives from the
RE curriculum? Do plans reflect links to other
cultures? Do they refer to RE scrap books?

1.8
Pupil voice

Interview groups of children from each year
group to assess engagement and enjoyment of
the subject.

AA

1.6
Monitor RE
books and class
scrap books

1.9
RE trips
And Visitors in
school













Organise venues for trips and
complete Risk assessment as well as
other paperwork for each class
(create a Google Drive folder to
keep letters/ risk assessments for all
RE trips together)
R- visitor of a faith? Link to
Understanding of the World?
Y1- link to St Judes church
Y2- Cathedral
Y3-Sikh Gurdwara in Preston
Y4 & Y5 visitor from the Jewish faith
Y6-Hundu temple in Preston
Contact local mosque again and see
if they are in a better position for us
to link this year.

SMT
School Governors

1st audit – July 16
(completed)
2nd audit – Dec 16
3rd audit – April 17
4th audit – July 17
5th audit – Dec 17
6th audit – April 18
7th audit – July 18

AA to monitor and take
images of examples of work.
Feedback to SLT/ teachers
and share areas for
improvement/targeting.

Evidence in books to show
that RE outcomes are linked
to curriculum as stated in
scheme of work.

AA

AA

DS

Termly

DS

Plans will show high quality
teaching and learning within
RE, areas of concern will be
highlighted and actioned.
Termly

DS

This will impact future
planning in RE to ensure high
levels of engagement and
interest.
July 17
Trips will stimulate learning
and engagement in subject –
impacting on attainment.

As above

Notes/ questionnaires to be
filed in subject folder –
actions to be taken and
feedback to SLT/ staff where
required.
AA to identify and research
low costing trips/ visits which
link to curriculum objectives
for each year group. Meet
with year groups and
support staff in planning
trips. AA to log any RE visits/
visitors and feedback from
trips in folder.
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2.0
Staff
questionnaire







2.1
Observations
of RE sessions






Email questionnaire to all staff
teaching RE
Identify any concerns staff may have
in regards to the planning and
teaching of the RE curriculum.
Identify strengths and weaknesses.
Areas for CPD.

AA

Check when/where/who is teaching
RE
Negotiate a time/cover to observe
RE
Agree focus of observation
Observe RE lessons to ensure quality
teaching and learning and monitor
effectiveness. Resources being used,
levels of engagement, outcomes.

AA

DS

July 18
Impact future CPD for staff.
Staff will be further
supported in subject area.

DS

July 18
Lesson observations will
identify strengths and
weaknesses.

Completed questionnaires in
file. Actions to be taken to
ensure staff are well
supported and needs are
met. Meet with CL to
recommend CPD for staff.
Provide further drop in
sessions for staff.
AA to organise observations
with each year group.
Feedback and support to be
given where needed. Area
for future development.
Observations to be recorded
and filed.

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

½ Day with Lisa Horobin. Date to be negotiated.
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School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)

Floor books for RE. YPO £27.25
Coloured card to add to scrap books YPO £5.60 x 7 = £39.20
Total cost= £66.45
Total cost

£

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Scrap books
Identify assessment tasks

First assessment task

Scrutiny of scrap books

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Scrutiny of RE plans and ch’s books

Evaluate RE visits/ visitors

Evaluate RE action plan and assessment

School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Design Technology – V Davidson
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1
Measures of success
Required improvements:
Success evaluated by:

Effective progression of DT skills throughout EY, KS 1 & 2.
Art teacher aware of development of skills for DT based activities. Products created use a higher level skill through out school.
V. Davidson & C. Glynn
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Objectives

Action / tasks

Lead person

1.1 Progression of
DT skills
throughout school.

1 member of staff to
teach DT across whole
school to guarantee
progression of skills
throughout school.

CG

1.2 To increase
exposure of DT in
school.

Continue with termly
DT challenges.

Other personnel

VKD

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

Ongoing.
Wide range of progressive
taught throughout the year.

CG
VKD
DT books & products.

VKD

Ongoing

Celebrating on Facebook
and Twitter.
Increase of children
participating.

‘Design champion’
awarded each
week in Golden
assembly. Trophy
and certificate
awarded.

CG

Ongoing

To offer children
opportunity to take part
in after-school DT club.

CG

Autumn 1.
Spring 1.
Summer 1.

To allocate sufficient
funds to create
products of a high
standard.

VKD

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET

CG
Senior management.
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1.3 To improve
the recording
process in DT
books.

Regular monitoring of
children’s books.

VKD

CG
Senior management.

Ongoing
Significant improvements
expected by Spring 2017.

To maintain higher
standards of
presentation.

CG

VKD

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher
RAG against
overall key
priority (by
Governors)
Impact of
external
support (by
Governors)
Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

Days

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days
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Other (please specify)

1 Design champion trophy - £20
6 DT challenge awards - £50
See additional sheet.
Total cost

£1053 1st year. Approximately £700 for 2nd year.

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Resources purchased in order for new long
term curriculum to be achieved.

Higher standards of presentation in DT
books. Monitoring to assess achievement.

Assessment grids to be maintained and
finalised. Assess children to show level of
ability.

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

To reorder resources as required.

Subject Leader Action Plan For: Physical Education (Money from Government sport premium)
Key Objectives
To enter a range of school
competitions across the borough.

Leadership
LK /DD

Support
St Bedes RC High school –
BSSP - Andrew Mercer’s
basic school sports
package,

Resources
£1800 Premium package

Success Criteria
Offering sporting competitions within Blackburn
with Darwen.
Sports calendar in school diary and
discussed/organised with DD/LK.
School governors invited to attend local events to
support our children and school. Calendar
shared with governors.

Completion Date
School calendar runs from
Sept 2016- July 2017
1 year SLA
Keep track of competitions entered and
the success of them.
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To organise resources into indoor
and outdoor.

LK

Dave Davies

Clear out the green shed, label
all resources for outdoor PE
sessions. Keep indoor PE
equipment in the hall PE
cupboard.

Do an itinerary of current resources-replace
where necessary.
Tidy out the cupboard.

End of October 2016
Autumn 1 2016

Older equipment to be used in the green shed for
Welfare and KS1 playtimes.

CPD for Dance.

LK

Imoves.com

£800 (Dance)

Staff meeting to share the resources for dance /
plus other areas of PE and how to use this.

Sept 2016 – July 2017.

CPD for staff on areas for
development.

LK

Andrew Mercer /
Kirsty Beaumont

£6400

Up skill staff on gymnastics – this is an area that
staff feel least confident with.

Sept 2016 – July 2017.
One day per week – rotated for CPD for
staff each ½ term.

Observe colleagues prepare and
teach PE lessons.

LK

SLT

Internal cover for LK

Look at the structure –
Warm-up, skills, apply, cool-down.
Consistencies throughout school – jewellery,
Taweez, PE kit.
Resources used, use of TA’s.
Coaching through discussions.

Sept 2016 – July 2017.
Autumn 2
Spring 1 and 2
Summer 1

Introduce Lancashire scheme of work and
imoves.
Ask staff if any concerns.

Autumn 1 or 2 2016.

DD, LN, JM

Deliver staff meeting to whole
school team.

LK

DD

Book a slot in Sept 2016 for
Tue evening Staff meeting.
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Sports week

LK

Opportunity Sports
Foundation
Any/Kev

Cost for the organisation
including medals.
£2000

Book a date in the school diary
Organise early
Set a theme to have opening and closing
ceremonies.
Teachers take photos and videos of events
throughout the week and upload onto the
website.

June / July Summer 2017

Termly Milestones
Autumn
CPD starts with Y1, 2, 3 and 5.
Competitions entered into the school diary.
Indoor and outdoor resources organised into green shed (new
padlock)
Staff meeting on PE

Spring
Observations in Spring 1 and 2 – to check the impact of the
CPD.
Look at continuity of lesson structure throughout the school.

Summer
Sports week organised and booked in. Theme decided on,
opening ceremony, medals bought, parents informed of timetable
via newsletter.

The government are proposing the sports premium money may double from Sept 2017 if this is confirmed then an additional action plan will be put together with the significantly more money in place.
Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring Strategy
Observations
Feedback from staff
Staff meetings
TLR and SLT Meetings
Children’s feedback

Date

Evaluation

Date Reported to Governors

School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – Donna Briggs/Anna Di Piano
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

For teachers to plan and teach their own music lessons.
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Measures of success
Required improvements:

Teachers to plan and deliver their own music lessons over the course of the year.

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1 to develop
music planning for
individual teachers.

1.2 to continue
enjoyment and
participation in
singing
styles/situations

Action / tasks

Lead person

Teachers to plan their own
music for each half term.

ADP and DB

To offer time to teachers to
help with planning.

ADP and DB

To take part in the Young
voices concert in Manchester
Spring 2017

ADP and DB

Other personnel

DD

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

1.Autumn plans to be
produced and evaluated
after teaching. They are to be
submitted at the end of each
half term (October 2016 and
December 2016).
2. Spring plans to be
produced and evaluated
after teaching. They are to be
submitted at the end of each
half term (February 2017 and
April 2017).
3. Summer plans to be
produced and evaluated
after teaching. They are to be
submitted at the end of each
half term (May 2017 and July
2017).
In Autumn 1 and 2 ADP and
DB are to hold an ‘open
evening’ for teachers to
freely come if they need
support with music planning.

ADP and DB to look at plans
at the end of each half term.
Are the teachers making
changes to the medium term
plans supplied?
Are the teachers evaluating
their lessons?
Are they using their
evaluations to plan future
learning?

Children to have rehearsed
(Autumn 1 and 2 and spring
1) and learnt songs to take
part in a mass choir concert
at the Manchester Evening
News Arena in Spring 1.
Cost £79 for the registration
fee
Mini bus petrol and parking
– estimation £30
Internal cover to cover the

Songs will be learnt during
whole school singing and
choir rehearsals.

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET

Two evenings to be allocated
for offering support.
September 2nd and
November 11th.
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release of ADP and DB to
attend the concert.

To take part in the Young
voices concert in Manchester
Spring 2018

ADP and DB

DD

Whole school super singing
days to be planned and
continued.

ADP and DB

All members of staff within
the school.

Key stage one to take part in
the mini sing.

ADP and DB.

Key stage one staff.

Key stage two to take part in
the big sing.

ADP and DB.

Key stage two staff.

Children to have rehearsed
(Autumn 1 and 2 and spring
1) and learnt songs to take
part in a mass choir concert
at the Manchester Evening
News Arena in Spring 1.
Cost £79 for the registration
fee
Mini bus petrol and parking
– estimation £30
Internal cover to cover the
release of ADP and DB to
attend the concert.
Three super singing days a
year to be planned.
Autumn 2 2016
Spring 2 2017
Summer 2 2017
Autumn 2 2017
Spring 2 2018
Summer 2018
Two mini sing events to be
attended.
Summer 2017 – registration
fee £35, petrol for the
minibus £5.
Summer 2018 – registration
fee £35, petrol for the mini
bus £5
Internal cover to be made
available to cover teachers
going to the event.
Two Big sing events to be
attended.
Summer 2017 – registration
fee £35, petrol for the
minibus £5.
Summer 2018 – registration
fee £35, petrol for the mini
bus £5

Songs will be learnt during
whole school singing and
choir rehearsals.

Songs to be selected and
learnt by all staff and pupils.
Timetables for the day to be
prepared and distributed.
Take feedback from staff on
improvements for future
super singing days.
All children in Key Stage one
to have had the opportunity
of joining the KS1 choir,
learning the songs and being
given the opportunity to take
part in the mini sing.

All children in Key Stage two
to have had the opportunity
of joining the KS2 choir,
learning the songs and being
given the opportunity to take
part in the big sing.
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Internal cover to be made
available to cover teachers
going to the event.

1.3 to develop
instrumental skills
in year four.

To replenish
musical
instruments.

To hold the Tickle Those
Tonsil events and invite other
schools to participate.

ADP, DB and CG.

First access music to be
delivered in year 4 over the
year.

ADP, DB, LM and MB.

To purchase new untuned
percussion instruments.

ADP

DB

Four tickle those tonsil
events to be held each year.
Spring 2017
Summer 2017
Spring 2018
Summer 2018
Internal cover to be made
available to cover teachers
running the event.
Samba drumming teaching
to be given to year 4 in
Autumn 2016.
Ukulele teaching to be given
to year 4 in Spring and
Summer 2017.
First access music to be
delivered in year four in
Autumn 2017, Spring 2018
and Summer 2018.
Autumn 2016 – un-tuned
percussion to be purchased.
£120.

Feedback will be sought
from those taking part.
The events are to be
recorded on our website and
facebook page.

Teachers and pupils in year
four will gain the skill of how
to play the instruments
taught.
Teaching delivered by the
music service to be
evaluated.

Blackburn with Darwen
music service.

ADP and DB – new
instruments to be used in the
teaching of music.

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)
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Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

Days

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days 4 or internal supply (to cover DB to be released to attend Men and Big Sing).

Other (please specify)

Internal supply for four days.
Total cost

£

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Music plans to be looked at by ADP and DB.
Open evenings for teachers to be held (2/9/16 and
11/11/16).
All children in school to have taken part in a super
singing day.
All year four children to have taken part in Samba
drumming lessons.
Percussion instruments to have been replenished (if
money allows for this – requisition form).

Music plans to be looked at by ADP and DB.
Selection of children to have taken part in the young
voices concert.
All children in school to have taken part in a super
singing day.
Tickle those tonsils event to be held.
Year four children to have taken part in ukulele lessons.

Music plans to be looked at by ADP and DB.
All children in school to have taken part in a super
singing day.
Mini sing event to be attended by some of KS1.
Big sing event to be attended by some of KS2.
Tickle those tonsils event to be held.
Year four children to have taken part in ukulele lessons.

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6
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All children in school to have taken part in a super
singing day.
Year four children to have taken part in weekly
instrumental lessons.

Selection of children to have taken part in the young
voices concert.
All children in school to have taken part in a super
singing day.
Tickle those tonsils event to be held.
Year four children to have taken part in weekly
instrumental lessons.

All children in school to have taken part in a super
singing day.
Mini sing event to be attended by some of KS1.
Big sing event to be attended by some of KS2.
Tickle those tonsils event to be held.
Year four children to have taken part in weekly
instrumental lessons.
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader – HISTORY – Gillian Walker
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

To provide a high quality History curriculum enjoyed by all.

Measures of success
Required improvements:

Topics covered appropriately re N.C
Standards achieved
Good quality planning and subject knowledge
Children able to demonstrate their enjoyment of history

Success evaluated by:

GW

Objectives

Action / tasks

1.1
To update the long
term history plan
ensuring accurate
coverage in both
KSs.

To rewrite the current long term History plan
Share it with teachers.
Upload it to the website.

1.2
Audit resources

Check what resources each class/ topic has and
what is missing.

Lead
person

GW

GW

Other personnel

DS

DS

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

Completed by December
2016

GW to meet and discuss
with DS.

Staff to be aware of each
topic to be taught each term.
Updated long term plan in
staff shared.

GW to meet with each
teacher to discuss long term
plan and topics

Completed by April 2017

GW to monitor

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET

List of resources and where
they are stored.
1.3
Develop the role of
teacher within
History

Identify appropriate areas for CPD for teachers.
Lesson observations to support and inform
areas for development

GW

1.4
Monitor history
plans

Ensure quality planning to meet the needs of
all pupils. Does it meet the objectives from the
national curriculum? Are the plans well
evaluated with next steps?

GW

DS

July 2017

DS

GW – liaise with staff to
identify any weaknesses
within their teaching that
they require further training
on. GW to support and assist
Termly

GW to source any relevant
courses

As above

Plans will show high quality
teaching and learning within
history, areas of concern will
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be highlighted and actioned.

1.5
Monitor history
books

Monitor standards of work completed by
children in each year group, to ensure quality
teaching and learning.

GW

DS

Audited termly

DS

Evidence in
books/classrooms to show
that history outcomes are
linked to national curriculum.
Termly

1.6
Pupil voice

Interview groups of children from each year
group to assess engagement and enjoyment of
the subject.

GW

2.1 Establish
assessment criteria

Use target tracker to develop assessment
criteria for each topic.
Share with staff.
Monitor each term.

GW

LB

2.2 Cross
curricular links

To develop a cross curricular approach to
History – how can it be integrated within other
subjects?

GW

DS

July 18

2.3
History trips

To re-establish trips/ visits linked to the history
curriculum for each year group.

GW

DS

April 18
Trips will stimulate learning
and engagement in subject –
impacting on attainment.

GW to identify and research
low costing trips/ visits which
link to curriculum objectives
for each year group.

2.4
Museum links

To re-establish links with the local museum to
support with the teaching of history

GW

DS

July 18
Museum visits will allow
children to identify with the
past in their own locality –
make links with their own life

GW to meet with relevant
museum personnel to
establish activities available
relevant to our topic areas.

Ensure that history teaching
and planning is engaging
and high quality – can inform
future planning
Dec 2017
Staff will be aware of how to
assess in history. Assessments
will be completed termly.

GW to monitor examples of
work.
Feedback to SLT/ teachers
and share areas for
improvement/targeting.
Notes/ questionnaires to be
filed in subject folder –
actions to be taken and
feedback to SLT/ staff where
required.
GW to meet with LB to
discuss target tracker/
alternative assessment
format

Liaise with other schools to
assess what systems they are
using

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)
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Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

Days

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)
Total cost

£

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Updated overview of History curriculum. Ensure full
coverage re National curriculum
Book and planning audit

Resource audit – redistribution and storage

Evaluation of staffing needs and training required

Book and planning audit

Book and planning audit

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

To develop and implement assessment

School/museum/community links
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader ATTENDANCE – Liam Noon
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

To achieve 95% attendance

Measures of success
Required improvements:

Minimum of 95% achieved
All low attendees monitored and strategies for improvement in place

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

Implement the new
Extended Leave
guidance from the
DFE and BwD

Action / tasks

Update policy

Lead person

Liam Noon

Other personnel

Carolyn Lord

Make parents aware of new
guidelines via letter and
direct to policy on the school
website.

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed
Staff and parents aware of
new government guidance
Date currently unknown
Continue with current advice
and guidance from BwD

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors
Liam Noon to monitor
unauthorised absences and
extended leave and apply for
penalty notices under the new
guidance.

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET
Ismail Adam – Education
Welfare Officer.
Half termly meetings with
Ismail Adam and Vicky
Bartram (School Pupil Wellbeing Coordinator)

Monitored - Daily/Weekly/Halftermly/Yearly
Continue to closely
monitor children who
arrive late and/or are
collected late.

Rachel, Rosie to complete
registers if children arrive
after 9:20. Individual teachers
to record if before 9:20.
After school:
If a child is still waiting to
be collected after 3:25 then
the child will be taken to the
office.
When the child is collected
this will be logged in the ‘late
pm’ folder that is in the
office.
A staff member will log this

Liam Noon

Carolyn Lord
Rachel Bretherton
Rosie Mulla
Class Teachers

Monitored - Daily/Weekly/Halftermly/Yearly

Liam Noon to monitor. Liaise
with class teachers, parents
and EWO

Ismail Adam
Resources:
Arriving late recorded in
register.
Collected late record sheet.

Teaching Assistants
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in the book when the child is
collected.

Monitor and follow up
unexplained absences
on a regular basis.

Ismail Adam (EWO) refer pupils
to if below 90% with
unauthorised absences.

Liam Noon

Vicky Bartram
Karen Bunning

Liaise with the school nurse
and invite to meetings

Monitored - Daily/Weekly/Halftermly/Yearly

Liam Noon to monitor. Liaise
with class teachers, parents
and EWO

Class Teachers

Attendance competition linked
to whole school target. A
target board kept in
individual classrooms for
class attendance.

TLR leaders to filter messages
to teams.

Timebeaters

Liaise with class teachers

LN to read the documents and
put into practice when/if a
situation arises.
Pass on information to office
staff.

Registers
SIMS

KB – support for children with
SEN.

Implement and comply
with new regulations
regarding Children
Missing from
Education

All relevant record sheets

Yearly attendance certificate
and badges given to pupils
with the best attendance
(usually ½ days off or less –
depending on Eid)
Liam Noon

Carolyn Lord
Rachel Bretherton
Rosie Mulla

Policy updated – Autumn

Liam Noon to update policy –
monitor and liaise with Ismail
Adam (Ewo) and Laura-Jo
Popland
(Pupil Tracking and Licensing
Officer)

Ismail Adam (Ewo) and
Laura-Jo Popland
(Pupil Tracking and Licensing
Officer)

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher
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RAG against
overall key
priority (by
Governors)
Impact of
external
support (by
Governors)
Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

£

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)

Attendance badges – £4.70 x approx. 13 = £65 x 2 years
https://schoolmeritstickers.com/buy/gold-excellent-attendanceenamel-badge/
Total cost

Approx £130

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Policy updated with new CME guidelines – also need
to be put in the Safeguarding policy

Meetings with EWO

School compliant with extended leave guidance

Monitor and follow up unexplained absences on a
regular basis.

Meetings with EWO

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Meetings with EWO

Meetings with EWO

Meetings with EWO

Monitor and follow up unexplained absences on a
regular basis.

Monitor and follow up unexplained absences on a
regular basis.

Monitor and follow up unexplained absences on a
regular basis.

Meetings with EWO
Monitor and follow up unexplained absences on a
regular basis.

Monitor and follow up unexplained absences on a
regular basis.
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Subject Leader Action Plan For: safeguarding 2016/2017
Aim: Ensure safeguarding remains a priority in school and all requirements are met.
Key Objectives

Leadership

Support

Resources

Success Criteria

Completion Date

Further clarification on how Jigsaw covers
homophobic/racism/ sexism – do we need to add
anything to the curriculum?

YA

VB

Time to review lessons and rewrite where
necessary. Staff meeting to share with
teachers.

Lessons produced to tackle
these areas and delivered
successfully.

Clarification by November
2016



Further investigation of which staff need safer
recruitment training (i.e. KB/LN/Governors)

CL

Time for staff to sit and do safer
recruitment, governors too?

Safer recruitment training
completed for all staff
involved in interviewing.

By November 2016



Agree a clear procedure for if a child has seen an
image or any content that has upset them in anyway
Children are to:- click the home button to close down
the page turn the iPad over on the table Report it to a
teacher (who can see what has been viewed) and
report this to CL DS LN and/or DW

DW

Time for DW to email staff to share
procedure.
Time for teachers to incorporate in lesson
plans and teach procedure to children.
Procedure to be added to ‘safer user
agreement’.

All children aware of
procedure.

By November 2016



MOT/insurance –photocopy of documentation to be
provided by all staff

CL

Office staff to organise collection.

All documentation collected.

By November 2016



Clarify procedures for induction of new staff,
including completion of safeguarding and PREVENT
training

CL

Time to create an induction pack to
include a list of requirements/training for
new staff/students to complete.

Induction pack complete.

By November 2016



Clarify is VB can be Designated Safeguarding Lead if
not a senior teacher

VB

Email to LSCB

Confirmation gained.

By October 2016





Lessons taught by July
2017

VB
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Introduce staff behaviour and/or code of conduct
guidelines or policies

CL

DS/LN

Time for guidelines or policies in place
and disseminated to staff.

Staff aware of the
implications of their
behaviour inside and outside
school.

By November 2016



Review of safeguarding policy to ensure it
incorporates new guidance from ‘keeping children
safe in education’ 2016 (inc. peer on peer abuse) and
example policy from LSCB

VB

LN

Time to update policy

Policy updated and approved
by governors

By October 2016



Establish a ‘safeguarding team’ who meet every 2
weeks to discuss cases and agree actions – staff
invited to attend if they have a case they want to
raise.

VB

CL

Time and space for team to meet.
Emails to staff to advise they can attend
the meetings.

Safeguarding meetings
established and running
regularly – staff aware of
how they can attend.

By September 2016



Childline visit to work with year 5 and year 6.

VB

Time for children to work with Childline
and finances to cover any associated
costs.

Children aware of different
types of abuse and support
services available

Booked by November
2015
Worked with children by
July 2016



Ensure the single central record is kept up to date.

CL

Time to update the record.

Record is always up to date.

Ongoing

RB

Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring Strategy

Date

Evaluation

Date Reported to Governors
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader ESafety D Welsby
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

To equip children with relevant and up to date knowledge of key E-safety issues (age appropriate) so that they can make sensible decisions in an ever
changing technical world.

Measures of success
Required improvements:

E-safety sessions taught across school.

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1
To purchase the
Rising Stars
Computing scheme
and follow the ESafety sessions
within.

1.2
To meet with Ecadets to take the
lead E-safety
through school.

D Welsby

Action / tasks

Scheme purchased and
in place Autumn 1
2016

Lead person

DW

Other personnel

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

colleagues – teaching and
SSA

safety sessions to be taught
in line with the new scheme.

DS

DS to deliver e-safety
sessions across school and to
hold E-safety sessions for
parents

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors
DW
DS

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET
DS
AT1 Am sessions Monday –
Wednesday covering esafety KS2

DW to update the User
Agreement for Pupils in line
with new initiatives e.g.
showbie and Google
classrooms.

DW
DS

CD
YA
LB
DM
upper KS 2 teachers

sessions to be taught in line
with DS timetable

DW
DS

to be rolled out by the End
of AT1 having consulted
with colleagues.

to respond to e-safety
aspects highlighted in the
questionnaire carried out by
E-cadets Summer 2 2016

DW

DS YA

meetings to be held
fortnightly from 19th Sept

logs of content created

children to feed back
findings to peers through :-

to appoint 2 new members
from Y3 to the E-Cadets.
End of AT 2

DW

posters created and shared
with school by end of AT2.
1st response.
Y3 teachers

new E-Cadets by end of
AT2

review applications with Y3
teachers after chn have
settled into new classes.

assembly 7th Feb 2017
Esafety day
presentations in class AT1 –
ecadets
supporting teachers in
delivering e-safety lessons
to be a part of E-safety
sessions for parents.
2 meetings in the year
AT2
Sp2
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1.3
To lead the school in
planning for and
delivering an
E-Safety Day 2017

7/2/16

To support
colleagues who have
moved to different
year groups.

To support the E-cadets to
lead sessions throughout the
day in classes.

DW

E-Cadets
class teachers

DS YA

E –safety day planned for.
interactive and informative
sessions led.

E- safety planning across
school.
up to date materials in staff
shared
materials created by E-cadets

To support teachers to plan
exciting, up to date and
informative E-Safety sessions.

E-Cadets
class teachers

To plan and lead an
assembly on 7/2/16 based
around the theme for the
Safer Internet Day in
February

E-Cadets
class teachers

assembly materials created
and assembly carried out.

VB
DS
YA

up to date and relevant Esafety plans on staff shared

To plan with teachers who
are new to classes across the
school
YR4
YR1

DW
MB
GW

assembly date/parent
workshop planned for

DS
GW
MB
DW to moderate planning
AT1
support AT2

in house training for
colleagues
drop in sessions AT 2
Thursday after school

meetings attended re esafety (SLE)
2nd Thursday every half
term
1st one 8/9/16 @ St
Thomas’
provide a list of resources
for colleagues – staff shared
‘Be the change: unite for a
better internet’
folder created end of AT2
2016
Open sessions run Thursday
PM after school.
join PPA sessions

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher
RAG against
overall key
priority (by
Governors)
Impact of
external
support (by
Governors)
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Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

£350.00 twilight

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)

scheme £1200

cost of support from Rising Stars (if needed)

Total cost

£

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3
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School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Y. Arshad - Behaviour
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has not yet been achieved.
Key Priority 1.1

Introduce new lunchtime provision
Introduce tea at 3 and raffle for lunchtime
Ensure support staff and class teachers communicate and handover necessary information.

Measures of success
Required improvements:

Tea at 3 embedded and carried out on a weekly basis.
Monitoring of children with regularly warnings.
Monitoring children without warnings and reward.
Lunchtime provision embedded and all staff aware of who/where adults are.
YA/DS/CL/ Governors

Success evaluated by:

Objectives

1.1

1.2

Action / tasks

Lead person

Other personnel

Intended outcome and
date objective will be
completed

Person monitoring and
how objective will be
monitored including
contribution by governors

JIGSAW. Ensure staff are
timetables and annotating plans.

YA

YA/class teachers

Ongoing

YA
Books

Applications for new planet
team points.
Applications for collecting
golden jumpers.
£9.99 x 30 = 299.70
X2 years = 599.40

YA

YA

Autumn 1

Letters
Current monitors shortlist
children.

Interviews held and new
monitors selected.

YA

YA

Autumn 1

Interviews
New monitors to shadow
current.

YA

PC

Autumn 1

Sanction sheets to be handed in
to DS each Friday.

YA

DS

Ongoing

Whole school visit church as
a year group.
Link to new CW and staff
select and carry out own
activity.
Monitor. Any children
repeatedly on the list.

Look through sanction sheets.
Can we add to the system and
monitor warnings.

YA/DS

YA

Autumn 1

September, Church visit.
Revisit behaviour, golden rules.
Show displays to follow.

External support /
monitoring including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school support
CPD / INSET

Monitor. Any children
repeatedly on the list.
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1.3

Research rewards for children
who do not get any warnings.

YA/DS

YA/DS

Autumn 2

Children who receive no
warnings are acknowledged
for their behaviour.

Winning team at end of term.
Look into. Children who have
received no warnings within
that team, given extra reward

YA

YA/DS

Autumn 2

Children who receive no
warnings are acknowledged
for their behaviour.

Tea at 3 with Mrs Lord.

YA

YA/CL

Autumn 1

An additional opportunity for
children to be rewarded for
positive behaviour.

Refresh golden jumpers

YA

YA/Rosie

Autumn 2

Clean, fresh jumpers.

Planet team party
£400 x 2 years

YA

YA – PC Roadshow

Summer 2

End of year reward.

Raffle tickets for lunchtime.

YA

YA

Autumn 1

Lunchtime organisation
TA do 1 hour duty.
Meet with Karen Bunning.

YA

YA/KB

Autumn 1

Support staff prize system.
Collaboration with class
teacher.
Organisation.

Organise staffing for lunchtime.

YA

YA/KB

Autumn 2

Monitor.

Meeting with KB to go through
and finalise.

YA

KB

Autumn 1

Ensure all staff are covering
lunch duty.

Meeting with support staff
regarding lunch hour.

YA

YA

Autumn 1

Staff aware of routine.

Staff CPD training on outdoor
provision. See separate sheet.

YA

YA

Autumn 1
Spring 1

Staff aware of their routine.

Lisa Kit

Indoor welfare meeting.
Organisation and routine.
INSET day 1st September
See separate sheet.

YA

YA

Autumn 1
Autumn 2

Staff aware of their routine.

Lisa Kit

Evaluation (by
Headteacher)
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Next Steps by
Headteacher

RAG against overall
key priority (by
Governors)

Impact of external
support (by
Governors)

Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

1 Days

Consultant

2 Days- through Sports provision

School to School support

Days

Supply

1 day DD to cover

Other (please specify)

£599.40- jumpers
£400.00- DJ
£1000 Raffles and prizes teachers and lunchtime
Lisa Kit outdoor provision- from P.E budget.
Total cost

£2000

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Introduce and revisit behaviour with children
Staff outdoor lunch provision
Indoor welfare system

Tea at 3
CPD training
Outdoor provision

Analyse children with no warnings.
Analyse CPD training and staff feedback
Planet team party

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Second CPD development

Monitor and review Tea at 3

Planet team party
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St Thomas’ C E Primary School
School Improvement Plan Autumn 2016/18 – Subject Leader
Relevant columns should be RAG rated at the end of each term to indicate what has been achieved, what has been started but not yet embedded and what has
not yet been achieved.

Key Priority 1.1

Raise standards of written French across KS2

Measures of success
Required improvements:
Success evaluated by:

Objectives

Raise the profile
of French across
the school.

Teachers use target tracker as a measure of children’s progress
ADP and LN.

Action / tasks

Staff meeting to revisit long term
plans and year group objectives.
Support staff in their teaching/
planning.
Share resources available.
French Day across school including
Nursery.
Include all aspects of French life
(links to Christmas, Easter and
Bastille day)
Discuss with Arts and join together

Lead
person

ADP to plan
French day.

Other personnel

Teachers to deliver
French day
VMc

Intended outcome
and date objective
will be completed

All teachers fully aware
of the amazingness of
French by Summer
2018.
Aware of plans/
resources/ Year group
objectives/ links to
other subjects
Teachers confident in
their delivery.
French day Summer
2017 and Summer
2018 linked with Super
Singing Day.
Links made through

Person monitoring
and how objective
will be monitored
including
contribution by
governors

External support /
monitoring
including:
Adviser
Consultant
School to school
support
CPD / INSET

ADP to monitor.
Involvement with SLT
and governors updated
at curriculum meetings.
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to link MFL to Arts (e.g French
artists, songs, super singing day etc)

Christianity in other
countries.

Improve written/
spoken
standards in
French

Letters once a term to Roe Lee (one
piece of sustained French writing a
term)
Continue to use Rigolo. Annotate
plans. Take photos. Record (using
ipads, whiteboards and photos
“Parcels” delivered

ADP

Class teachers –
letters
Class teachers - plans

All letters completed
by Easter 2017
Letters sent termly to
Roe Lee.
KS2 staff to deliver 1
MFL soda per week.
Aut 17.

ADP to monitor
evidence files.

Improve written
evidence/
recorded
evidence for
MFL
Improve coordinator’s
subject
knowledge/
confidence

New section in topic books
Letters once a term to Roe Lee (one
piece of sustained French writing)
Folder of evidence in Staff Shared.

ADP

CD (books)
(Class teachers –
letters)

Evidence saved on
server (at least 1 piece
of evidence per topic).
Checked termly.

ADP to monitor
evidence files.
CD to change topic
book order.

Course – North West Primary
Languages Conference.

ADP

CM/ RB – cost

Attend course June 29
2017.

ADP to attend course
and feedback to staff
at a staff meeting.
YA to book course
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Evaluation (by
Headteacher)

Next Steps by
Headteacher
RAG against
overall key
priority (by
Governors)
Impact of
external
support (by
Governors)
Key Priority Cost Summary
MIT Adviser

Days

School Adviser

Days

Consultant

£

School to School support

Days

Supply

Days

Other (please specify)

scheme £
Total cost

Timeline Expected Outcome
Area for Development

Term 1

Term 2

Raise the profile of French across the school.
Support staff in their teaching/ planning.
Monitored plans. Created folders of staff
shared/ google drive to share resources.
Asked staff to begin letters/ planned out

Improve written/ spoken standards in French
Link established with Roe Lee.
Letters sent to Roe Lee (y3)

Term 3

Improve co-ordinator’s subject knowledge/
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initial letter.
French Day across school including Nursery.
Planned French Day (date in diary)
Cross curricular links to other subjects
Planned RE lesson linked to Easter in France.
MFL link through Arts
Super singing day planned for Summer 17. –
C’est super!

confidence
Course booked.

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6
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